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Several hundred copies of the
Central Florida Future, UCF's only
newspaper, were found in dumpsters and
trash bins throughout campus Friday
morning. The papers were thrown out
sometime between 1 a.m. and 8 a.m.
August 20.
University officials and police are
currently investigating the matter.
Dr. Garth Jenkins, associate dean of
students, said the university is taking the
removal of the papers seriously.
"This is a violation of the law and
university rules. The university will take
severe disciplinary action against those
responsible," Jenkins said. "It's a suspendable offense. The law needs iron
clad information, I don't."
Nighttime UCF maintenance personnel are being questioned to determine if
there are any witnesses. Jenkins said he
welcomes any clues in the matter.
The university attorney, Mary Beth
Liberto, said the incident will be treated
as a theft. Punishment will depend on the
value cf the papers, which could be a
fel~y. .;
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,The. Futuft'.-'S a.s~~l~te . publisher,
Brian Linden, sai,d he 'Vfas s.hocked when
. 'be h~ard the papers wete Blissing.
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Editorial - Our future
in the trash - page 8
"Something needs to be done," he
said. "This is very serious and not something we consider just an ordinary college prank."
Jenkins said he is concerned about
the paper's advertisers, one of whom is
the university ' s own bookstore which
had two full-.p age ads in the paper.
Scott Wallin, publisher and advisor
for the paper, said he looks forward to
having the culprits brought to justice.
"It sickens me that people think they
can suppress the press by throwing the
paper~ in the trash," he said.
Rebecca Grilliot, production editor
for the Future, said she is frustrated that
her hard work was thrown away.
"I was shocked, I can't believe that
anyone would do something like this,"
she said. "We all put so much hard work
into the paper."
Jenkins said the investigation would
continue until those responsible are
caught.
"We take seriously the prim;iple of
removing, stealing newspapers," Jenkins ·,.
said. "We'll keep investigating this ulltii
we find who is responsible."
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'lttore than 2,500 studeats moved into on-campus residence balls and Lake Claire prior to,
.tile first week of classes.
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UCF nursing major Jessica Gonzalez spent over an
hour at the campus bookstore looking for the 13 books
she needed for this semester's classes.
Not, only that, when she went to pay, the bill was
approximately $550.
"They charged me $15 for a little packet thing," she
said, "and $83 for this thin book on introduction to health
services."
Many people can relate to Gonzalez' struggle: the
hassles, the hunt, the heartattack at the end.
The long lines and rising prices at college bookstores
are causing students to look for alternatives when purchasing textbooks. The most popular alternative is online textbook services.
Terry Shank is a spokesperson for efollett.com.
Efollett began on-line retailing in August 1995 when it
developed its first website.
In January of 1999, follett created a central website
- efollett.com - for the more than 600 bookstores that it
operates.
Shank said that efollett believes the future of college
textbook retailing lies in the "click and mortar" strategy.
"It's the ultimate convenience for students and fac-

ulty," she said. "You can save a
tremendous amount of time by
avoiding the long checkout lines."
Time and money are precious
commodities with anyone these
days, but college students in particular value them.
Although many students have
considered ordering books on-line,
most have not done it, but said they
would if it proved cheaper and faster.
Derek Fogul, junior, said that he
has never ordered books from a website, but would think about it if the
books he needed were offered at a
lower price.
"You don't have to go anywhere, it just seems a lot easier," he
said. "I've seriously thought about
it."
Sophomore Tad Dawkins has
also considered the option.
"It's something new so I'm a little hesitant to do it,"
he said, "but it could potentially save you time and be
cheaper."
To help ease that kind of hesitation,
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Many students bypass the school bookstore for convenience, lower prices of textbooks on-line
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Hi~ prices? Long lines? Fed Up? Try on-li1'e bookstores
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Varsity books.com
began
employing students on college campuses as representatives for the company.
Nearly 2,000 students work
for the company, doing
everything from passing out
flyers to dressing up in gorilla suits as a promotion .
In return, representatives are
paid an hourly rate and a percentage bonus based on the
business from the campuses
they represent.
"Every campus is different,"
said Tim Levy, chairman and
co-founder
of
Varsitybooks.com "We want
- Terry Shank
to tailor to each campus. We
focus like a laser on our customers." .
Most of the available websites allow you to find books by the title and author.
Some ask you to specify the school you are

''

"It/s the ultimate
convenince for
students and faculty.
You can save a
tremendous amount
of time by avoiding
the long checkout
lines//

MOST,Page6
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Expo welcomes students back·to campus
SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

More than 3,000 students
attended the 1999 Welcome Back
Expo on August 18. Students
learned about UCF and the activities offered on campus.
There were over 50 clubs
and organizations handing out
brochures and information to
attract new members and let students know how they could get
involved.
The Student Government
Association handed out voter
registration applications, Walt
Disney World accepted casting
applications, the campus banks,
Huntington Bank and the UCF
Federal Credit Union, looked for
prospective customers while the
Office of Student Activities raffled off tickets to the UF-UCF
football game and gave away
prizes.
Some of the other organizations represented were: UCF
Gospel Choir, Caribbean Student
Association,
Golden
Key
National Honor Society, Career
Resource Center, Anny ROTC,
Recreation Services, Marine
Corps, the Wesley Foundation,
UCF Bookstore, Student Alumni
Association, Victim Services,
UCF Crew, and the UCF Police
Department.
Although the h~at was hard

to bare, most club members
thought it was a good public relations tool for incoming students.
"Most all of the freshman are
here and this is a chance that we
get to talk to them about our
organization,"
said
Faisal
Karamat, executive vice president for the American Marketing
Association. "You don't have to
be a marketing major to be a marketing genius."
Fraternities such as Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Delta Upsilon,
Lambda Chi Alpha, and Sigma
Chi were also present to advertise
Rush events to take place the
coming week.
"It's a good chance to be
seen by new freshman and to help
them feel welcome in the Greek
community," said Chip Volke,
president of Pi Kappa Phi.
This is the fourth consecutive Expo UCF has hosted for
freshmen.
"The first time we had a
'meet your advisor' in the auditorium, the second time it was held
in the Student Union," said
Reuban Rodriguez, director of
Student Activities.
"Then last year, it was more
club orientated and we held it on
the green in front of the Student
Resource Center and received
more attendance than the other
two combined."
Bob Snow, director for First
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UCF mascots Klligktro and Glycerile were prese1t at Ille Expo, greeting stuclewts who were retunilg to camp1s.
0

Year Advising, helped initiate the
idea of an infonnational festival
that could be attended by all students.
"A lot of information is
given to the students that they
may 'ilOt have been able to get
through orientation or transferring here," he said. "The organizations are also being able to
touch base with the students to let
them know what they're all
about.

"We also wanted to promote
campus spirit and to get away
from the idea of being a commuter school and build some loyalty and pride into UCF.
"Students also have a chance
to meet and talk to other new students and hopefully make new
friends."
The
Orientation Team
encouraged new students to
attend, while at the Expo any student could dunk an · 0-Team

member into a tub of water if
they threw a ball into a bull's eye.
Many of the freshmen came
out because they had heard about
it through orientation and were
very impressed by the event.
Freshman Kathryn Rowe
heard about it through her orientation group.
"The Expo looks great," she
said. "There's lots of people,
music, and food and I'm having a
great time so far."
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Eye exams and contact lenses provided by independent
doctors of optometry located at:
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SAME DAY SERVICE IN MOST CASES.
WE'LL MATCH ANY COMPETITOR'S PRICESI
ALTAMONTE
SPRINGS

OVIEDO
MARKE I PLACE

834-9727

366-2240

DR LARSON
600 E. BOSTON AVE. &
CORNER HWY. 436
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*No discounts or other coupons apply. Offer good only at participating locations. Guaranteed to meet or beat local competitor price on same produ~t. Certain restrictio_ns apply. No exclumges 011 lenses after JO days.
Exam fees 11011·refundable. Present coupo11 prior to eye exam. Pearle and Pearle Vision are trademarks of Pearle. Ille. ~ J<J')2 Pearle, Inc. The patient & any other pers~11 responsible for pa):mellf has a nght to refuse to fJG.': cancel fXI)'ment or be
reimbursed for payment for any other service, exami11atio11, or treatment which is peifonned as a result of and withill sevellfy two (72) hours of respo11di11g to the advertisemellf for tire free. discounted fee, or reduced fee sen ice, e:mmilzarion or treatment.
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Classes are
Starting Now!

•

Call today to reserve your seat..
•

LAST CHANCE TO PREPARE FOR THE OCTOBER 2 LSAT!
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Soni< Boom opened a se<ond location on campus during the summer.
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UCF Bus M.;;,·;s+rv
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We(coMes You!
Weekly Activities:
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Sunday: (UCF Bus Ministry)
Wor5hip Services
·9:30 Er 10:50 am
Bible Study
9:30 Er 10:50 am
Fellowship Group
5:00 pm
Worship Service
6:15 pm
Our bus will stop at the followin9 /ocations:
1st - Alafaya anti Central Florida Pkwy.
2nd - The Administration Building
3rd - Greek Park Drive anti Gemini Blvd. North
4th - Alafaya anti Gemini Blvd. North

,...

...·

". Cff Naws

Monday:
Monday Night Fo.otball

8:00 pm

Tuesday:.
Reach-out

7:00 pm

.Writers ·aead8111
·'P,

EIDlil:

7:00 pm

fvervone is We(coMe!

l'

Tired of all your old CDs, DVDs, and video games? Wish you
could buy something new but don't really have the cash? Then it's
time to check out Sonic Boom, one of the latest addition§_ to the
· ·
·
Student Union. · · ·
Sonic Boom, founded in ig95 by Kris Perdew, offers the opportunity to trade in used music for cash or store credit. According to
Perdew, customers can receive up to $5 for a single CD. The amount
received depends primarily on three factors:* Popularity of the
artist* Condition of the CD* Number already in stock
However, if a customer chooses to trade instead of receiving
cash back, Sonic Boom typically offers about 20 percent more in
store credit (up to $6). For example, a CD that may generate $3 in
cash could produce $4 in store credit.
According to Perdew, this benefits both parties.
"Trade-ins are ideal because we lose less cash and the customer
not only gets more for their CD, but also goes home with something
new," he said. "Your stuff is just worth more if you trade in."
Senior Viviana Hampers agreed.
"I had about 20 CDs I wanted to trade, but when I went to
another store, they didn't offer me more in store credit. At Sonic
Boom, I was happy to find they encouraged trade-ins and I left with
great new CDs."
The store also buys back DVDs and video games. Currently,
Sonic Boom sells Playstation but expects to sell Nintendo 64 and
Sega Dreamcast games by the fall semester. In addition to this,
music and movie posters will be available for sale.
The store is open in the Student Union Monday through Friday .
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Saturday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Perdew owns another branch of Sonic Boom at 12140
Collegiate Way, which carries new and used records.
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Wednesday:
Worship
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Vegetarianism growing as a.lifestyle choice
MELODY CARPENTER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This is the first article in a two-part series on vegetarianism.
The meat-eater's forehead wrinkled up when you told
them you are a vegetarian. The fust question they always
ask is: "What do you eat?"
You roll ·your eyes, since you've heard this question
way too many times. You answer that there are many
kinds of foods for vegetarians to eat, and you don't just eat
salad for every meal.
Alison Green, a vegetarian, wrote in the Washington
Post: "My biggest problem as a vegetarian has not been
the food-which I've found to be delicious and every bit as
satisfying as meat-but the bewildering attitudes of my
family and friends .. Other vegetarians have the same complaints: the weird looks, the silly questions, and the hostile interrogations."
Vegetarians also don't cheat now and then. Green
wrote, "Listen up: no matter how 'good' you insist it is,
we are not going to eat it."
Green wrote, "It seems vegetarians-12 million of us
in the U.S. and growing daily- are a sadly misunderstood
minority indeed."
There are different degrees of being a vegetarian.
Lacto vegetarians eat dairy products, lacto-ovo vegetarians eat dairy and eggs, and vegans abstain from any animal products at all.
The vegan diet is the strictest and toughest diet to follow. Vegans typically do not wear leather and avoid any
animal products.
Nevertheless, a 1994 Roper Poll estimated the number of vegans in the U.S. to be 500,000 and growing.
Greg Rivera, 19, is a UCF film major who follows the
vegan diet. He is the president of the UCF Campus Action
for Animals, an animal rights protester, and an activist for

the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA).
He became an animal activist after he became a vegetarian a few years ago.
Rivera agrees with Green that meat-eaters have problems understanding vegetarianism.
He said, "People always wonder 'How can you not
eat meat?' Sometimes it's hard to make people understand. One of my last roommates would taunt me. Among
Lacto-Ovo Vegetarian
many things he did, he had a sticker on a door that read 'I
Avoids animal flesh, but includes dairy and eggs,
like cats-dead ones' and he had a picture of a cow with
a noose around its neck."
90 percent of North Am~rican vegetarians
The other problems vegetarians encounter in a meatLacto Vegetarian
eater's world are "vegetarian". entrees that are suggested
to them at restaurants- like seafood and chicken.
No animal fllesh, but consumes dairy produc~
Green wrote, "Learn some biology. I'm still not sure
Ovo Vegetarian
what to do with otherwise intelligent people who think
chicken is not an animal. For the record, vegetarianism
No animal fllesh, but eats eggs
means no red meat, poultry, or fish-nobody with a face."
Vegan
Vegetarians certainly have different thoughts about _
Thanksgiving Day. Some refuse to celebrate "turkey day"
Avoids all foods and products originating from
at all~ since tpey believe it is based around the killing of
animals
animals for meat.
Lakshmi Katakam, 20, is a UCF micro-molecular
biology major and a lacto-ovo vegetarian. She has been a
Last year, members of the UCF Campus Action for
Animals protested outside Orlando's fur warehouse,
vegetarian her entire life because of her religion.
She said: "We don't celebrate Thanksgiving, not LaBelle's.
Vegetarians and animal activists cannot only be seen
because we are vegetarian, but because we are Hindu. On
Thanksgiving, we usually just invite people over and have protesting, but also checking labels on everything. Animal
a big family get-together."
by-products can be found in most household items.
Other vegetarians get creative and celebrate the day Companies will even sneak pig parts into contae>t-lens
"'vegetarian style."
solutions.
"Last year, my mom made a tofu turkey for me-a
Vegetarians also have to deal with grocery-store food
'Tofurky'," Rivera said. "She made a ton of food like that is labeled, as "vegetarian" but will sometimes contain
sweet potatoes, vegetables and baklava. It was great."
gelatin (ground up pig and cow hooves), eggs, lard, beef
The day after Thanksgiving is important to vegetari- stock, or chicken broth.
ans and animal rights activists. It is National Fur Free
Animal by-products like lard can be found in such
Friday and many activists protest outside of their local fur foods as ~efried beans. Gelatin is used in many products
company.
including candy, dairy products and even hair conditioner.

Types of
Vegetarianism

Campus Crime

Student's fake badge
earns him-an arrest

START YOUR

@

NICOLE KING
NEWS EDITOR

· UCF Police arrested Darusz Pluta, 18., for unlawful use of a
police badge on July 23. According to reports, Officer Darcey of
UCFPD stopped Pluta for driving without headlights. When
Darcey was approaching the vehicle, Pluta opened his wallet and
displayed what appeared to be a police badge, reports stated.
Darcey then asked him for the wallet to examine the badge for
authenticity.
Reports stated that after several minutes of questioning, Pluta
said he was not a police officer but a police explorer with the North
Palm Beach Police Department. According to police reports, the
North Palm Beach PD confirmed that Pluta was an explorer and
asked that the badge be confiscated and sent back to them.
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Police arrested \Vhitney Johnson, 19, on July 24 for driving
while intoxicated. According to reports, Officer Lashinsky of
UCFPD observed Johnson tum his vehicle onto Greek Park.
Lashinsky pulled the vehicle over after hearing the engine rev and
the tires squeal. Lashinsky stated that he smelled alcohol on
Johnson, according to reports, and took a roadside breathalyzer
test.
Police arrested Julian Henao, 18, for possessing alcohol while
under the age of 21 and driving while intoxicated on August 15.
According to reports, Officer Lashinsky stopped Henao for running a stop sign and speeding, 40 mph in a 20 mph zone. Sgt.
Emert of UCFPD located a bottle of amaretto alcohol underneath
the driver's seat, reports stated.
Police arrested Julie Ann Herold, 18, for possession of
cannabis under 20 grams on July 6. According to reports, Sgt.
Moore stopped Herold for driving the wrong way on a one-way
street. Moore asked her for permission to search her vehicle and
she agreed. Police reports state that Moore found a small marijuana cigarette in a plastic bag in Herold's purse. Reports state that the
cigarette tested positive for marijuana.

•

It's game day, and you've been waiting all week. Cooler
is packed ... car is ready, only question is ... what's the best
way to get there? The answer is simple: take the 408
(East-West Expressway). It's quick, it's easy, and with
E-PASS, there's no fumbling for change and no waiting in
line -- just clear sailing to the end zone. So when the big
day arrives, make sure your game plan includes the
Expressway Authority and E-PASS.

For more information on E-PASS, call (407) 823-7277.

www.expresswayauthority.com
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Most sites need title, author
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Communication open house
The UCF alumni association hosted the Nicholson School of
Communication's second annual open house on July 18. The new
television equipment and studio were shown off as pa~t of the
event.

News Briefs
Scholarships available
Two scholarships have
been made available for students:
The Central Florida chapter
of th.e Women's Transportation
Semi~ar is accepting applica. tions for the.tr Frankee Hellinger
Scholarship Program. Two
$1,000 scholarships are available. Women with a 3.0 GPA or
higher and are currently
enrolled in an undergraduate or
graduate degree program in a
transportation-related field are
eligible. The deadline for applications is Sept. 29, 1999.
Contact Karen McAdams c/o
Geotechnical
and
Environmental
Consultants,
Inc., 1230 E. Hillcrest St.,
Orlando, Fl 32803.

ACS scholarship
The American Cancer
Society's College Scholarship
Program is offering scholarships
to students who have a history
of cancer. The society will pay
up to $2,000 per year in tuition
assistance and will provide an
annual $250 for textbooks.
Applicants must be under the
age of 21, have had a diagnosis
of cancer before the age of 21,
plan to attend a Florida university or community college, be a
legal resident of Florida and a
U.S. citizen.

Law library
A law library has been
established at UCF's Daytona
Beach campus. The library is
housed in Building 36 and is
open to students of all majors.
Through its technological capabilities, the library will allow
students to access numerous
"legal links" including state and
federal laws and court decisions. Two local law firms
donated books for the library.

CTE fall courses
Continuing Technology in
Education (CTE) at UCF has
announced its fall 1999 short
course schedule:
August 28-Power Point at
UCF, Instructor will be Larry
Chew, $115.
September 11 and October
9-Electrostatics I & II at
University High, instructors will
be Jim and Jane Nelson, $115
for each course; a stipend of $60
· will be given for each workshop.
September 25-Intemet II:
Internet and the classroom at
UCF, instructor will be Larry
Chew, $115.
October _ 23-GPSIII:
Advanced GPS at UCF, instructor will be Larry Chew, $115. November 6--Energy I at
University
High
School,
instructors will be Jim and Jane
Nelson, $115; a stipend of $60
will be given.
. November
20-GPSI:
Fundamentals at UCF, instructor will be Larry Chew, $115.
For more information about
CTE,
visit
www.engr.ucf.edu/gps or call
823-5640.

Library display
The following items will be
on display in the UCF Library
during September 1999:
I. ·Visions Reunited: a
group. show of the Seminole
County Artists, by Mindy
Colto~, publication director of
the Office of Public Relations
2. International Student
Fair, by Bassam Khoury, director of the International Student
Services
3. Essential Books of Black
Writers, by Jackie Perkins,
Montsho Books
4.
Sexual
Assault
Awareness Month, by Erin
Brown, Health Resource Center
-

Compiled by Nicole King
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attending.
A few offer book markets for students to sell
used books to each other or back to book warehouses.
Partnering seems to be the newest advantage in
the on-line textbook industry.
Efollett.com has 800 partner schools. This gives
the website accurate book listings for each school
and its courses.
Also, students from a partner school who order
books from the website can pick them up from their
college bookstores rather than pay for shipping; similar to placing an order on the website and the bookstore fulfilling it.
Varsitybooks.com has also partnered with nearly
300 schools to offer customers up-to-date booklists.
If a booklist is not available or the student is not
attending a partner school, most companies will fulfill the order from their warehouses, shipping the
books anywhere from 3 to 5 days, ranging from a flat
rate of something like $4.95, or charging per book.
Levy said he and his partner began their website
shortly after finishing law school.
"It was the perfect e-commerc~ solutron," he
said. "We remembered our college days-you 're buying the books because you have to and the purchasing experie_nce is not the best in the world."
Without a doubt, the industry is exploding.
Levy said Varsitybooks.com has gone from
employing just one person in July 1998 to 100 currently.
~
That kind of dramatic jump in growth is common among textbook companies. Most have reported
at least doubling sales figures each year.
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'Free' decals .result
Escorts available in criminal record
Campus Crime

to campus goers

UCFPD
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Considering the cost of going to college
these days, some students are tempted to
steal decals from others' vehicles. Anyone
who steals a UCF parking decal off the exterior of a vehicle may be charged with a misdemeanor. Stealing a UCF hang tag from the
interior of a car is .a felony.
"Good jobs are hard enough to obtain
without having a criminal arrest record,"
said Sgt. Tom Gorbas, coordinator of UCF's
Clime Prevention Unit.
The cost for a student decal for the year
is $90, a staff decal costs $150. Students
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The UCF Police Department has
a Student Escort Patrol Service
(SEPS) that is part of the Crime
Prevention Unit. ·Six student assistants are trained as SEPS and provide
a safe evening escort service on campus for students, staff, faculty and visitors.
SEPS wear ·yellow polo shirts
with SEPS lettering, and they carry
SEPS identification badges. SEPS
provide safe escort by foot patrol, or
in one of four golf carts.
SEPS are also trained crime
watchers.
"The SEPS are an excellent crime
deterrent," said Sgt. Tom Gorbas,
Crime Prevention Unit coordinator.
"They carry two-way radios, and call
into the UCFPD any suspicious activity for an immediate police response."
SEPS can be reached by calling
823-2424. They work five nights a
week from 7 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.,
Sunday through Thursday.
Gorbas said SEPS tries to -accommodate the hours UCF is in operation.

"The UCF library has changed its
hours to close at 1 a.m.," he said .
"There~ore, the SEPS hours have
been changed to provide extended
service to 1:30 a.m.
Gorbas said the police department will aid anyone who feels they
need an escort.
"The director of UCF Public
Safety and the police department does
not want anyone to feel fear for their
safety on the UCF campus," he said.
"If anyone is in ~ear of their safety
and needs an escort when the SEPS
are not on duty, a police officer will
be dispatched to assist you."

often ask the UCF Police Department where
the !lloney goes. Gorbas said the cost of
maintaining parking lots and building parking garages is very expensive.
"There is no state funding or grant
money for parking on campus, it has to be
self-generated from the university," he said.
There are alternatives to buying a
parking decal. People can use the LYNX bus
company (841-8240), buy a day pass which
costs $2, carpool or tide a bicycle to campus. There ;;i.re better ways than an illegal
alternative. The l.JCFPD student assistant
parking patrollers 4beck all the cars on campus daily. They look for stolen decals, then
report them to the police.

Parking decal prices
I-semester

2-semester

3-semester

$81

$150

$150

,$60

$180

$135

$40

$72

$90

$60

$108

$135

Lake Claire residents (LC decals) $50

$82

$100

$15

$23

$30

Faculty (B decals)
Staff (C decals)
Students (D decals)
Student hang tag

Motorcycle (MC decals)
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Our future in the trash
NICOLE KING
NEWS EDITOR

With the events of the past week-most
notably, finding the Futures in the dumpster, I felt
like I should write an editorial. This act is one of
criminal mischief at the very least, and possibly a
third degree felony. But more importantly, it
skewers my pride in my school.
When things like this happen, I'm not proud
to be a Knight. I'm ashamed. Ashamed to be associated with a school whose students are so arrogant to think they know better than the First
Amendment.
What I find most annoying about this situation is that a handful of people think they can control the flow of information to more than 31,000
people. More importantly, it messes with the U.S.
Constitution, of which I'm fond.
But I have news for those people who threw
the paper away-we're going to stick around.
We've been around almost as long as this university. Throwing us away is not going to get rid of
us, it's jusf illegal and makes us mad.
We work hard on the paper so we're proud of
it; we like to see it come out. We don't like people
throwing it away. I personally get satisfaction
when I see people reading it. I've produced a
product. And people are consuming.
Sources close to Student Government have
said that a certain faction of SG is involved in
throwing the Futures out. I'm not saying there
aren't people in SG who don't do a good job.
There are a few that I have come to know and
respect. People who I genuinely feel want to do
the right thing, but whose voices are simply
drowned out by those drunk on power.
Actually, I wasn't surprised by this at all.
Nothing shocks me about that group anymore.
I'm sure most people on campus are tired of
hearing about SG. I can certainly relate to that
sentiment. But this act showed a reckless disregard for the law and university policy. The Golden
Rule tells us to have integrity.
I wonder how much integrity it takes to dump
free newspapers in the trash.
But let me be the first to say, it's nothing new.
I've been threatened that if I didn't stop running stories about the government they would pull
all of their advertising out of the paper. I think
anyone can see the effect that had on our coverage. I chose to be an honest person and do what
was right. I chose not to be intimidated. Put simply, I don't play that game. And I don't appreciate
the gesture, or the implication as to my integrity
as a journalist.
I've been accused of being "out to get'' people. I'll set the record straight: I have never used
my job or position to do any such thing. Period.
Any one of my staff can tell you that. And anyone
who is doing their job and on the up-and-up does
not seem to have a problem with me or the choices I have made as to stories.
What has also bothered me is charges (rom
members of the Student Senate that their clubs
and organizations were threatened with zero budgeting in the recent budget because of the candi-

dates they supported in the presidential elections.
I hope I never see such blatant abuses of
power again in my life. They threaten anyone who
disagrees with them or speaks against them.
All of this could have been overlooked as
inexperience, except for the time we did a story
quoting student employees who work for the university. It was brought to my attention a few
w~eks later that the hig~est ranking of SG officials tracked those people down and threatened to
fire them because they had spoken to us.
If I was livid before, that sent me through the
roof.
In a haze of anger, I made a call to a highranking UCF administrator to inform him of what
was going on. The response: "Well, maybe he was
having a bad day." My response: I have bad days
too, and I have never displayed such ridiculous
behavior in my life. Nevertheless, it is this kind of
ambivalent attitude from the administration that
has allowed this kind of nonsense to continue. If
you are entrusted with an elected position, I feel
there is a certain amount of respect and dignity
one must conduct oneself with on a daily basis.
Any position of power requires nothing less.
A bad day. I suppose Friday could be considered my bad day.
- People can't throw away a paper just beGause
there's something in it they don't like. That's just
asinine. There are better ways to express displeasure with a publication. Write me a letter, I love
mail. But don't throw my papers away. It's not
even me who's being hurt, it's the student body.
I've already read it, I know what's in it. The students don't.
Maybe that's the reason. Who knows? I don't
care. I'm not going to waste my time trying to figure out people who have nothing better to do with
their time than run along behind us and throw our
papers out. Get a hobby, or a grip, for goodness
sakes.
Some people have actually blamed us, "If
- you had not ran all those articles on SG, then they
wouldn't have done this." Well, I didn't realize
running factual articles about the activities of an
organization that controls students' money would
be so offensive to people. I'm sure glad I've been
told this at an institution of higher learning before
I went into the real world and served a community. We are a newspaper after all, and we will conduct our operations as such.
Here's another piece of information: any public official who knows who is responsible for this
has a responsibility to come forward with the
knowledge. Or, it will be treated as though he or
she was also inv.olved. As an elected official, you
have a duty. You know, honor, integrity, trustcharacteristics government is supposed to represent.
The lack of concern and action over trying to
fix the problem is most troublesome to me. And
that's the problem. No one takes any responsibility; so the patients run the asylum. When a situation has deteriorated to the point of throwing out
free newspapers, I just feel like someone should
step up and do something about it. I hope this
time, that happens.
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The difference between a good agent and a great one is experience.
Please call me when your in the market for a real estate professional.
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Need Extra Ca$h?
looking to earn some extra cash tltis semester? Hoping to gain some
worlc experience related to your ma;or? Do you want to worlc somewhere fun? CarMax is the a·nswer.
CarMax is currently seeking part-time associates for the following positions:
Marketing Majors - put that knowledge to use. Determine
customers' needs and guide them through our unique, enjoyable CarMax buying experience. The ideal candidate will have a high energy level, excellent communication skills, be
honest and willing to work as part of a team. Sales experience is not nec;e$S(]ry.

Sales Consultants:

Busineu Office Adminislraton: Accounting Majors - start building that resume up
with work experience. Responsibilities include assisting customers with paperwork for vehj.
de purchases, processing transactions, preparing deposits, and interacting with Sales
Consultants. Flexible schedules available.
Child Care Coordinators: Education Majors - looking for experience with children?
Responsibilities include supervising children during nights and weekends in our indoor #Kids
Room" while their parents shop. Aexible schedules available.

CarMax offers excellent pay, a great work environment, & associate discounts.

For a phone interview, call our Job Line: M-F 9:30......, & Sun 1-5pm, ET:

800-9CARMAX
Only if unable to call, fax resume to: 804418-8283.
CarMax promotes a drug-free workploce. EOE.
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Letters to the Editor

Martinez,s plan to cut LYNX puts
mass transportation in reverse
Dear EditorSo Orange County Chairman Mel Martinez wants to
cut LYNX, and he may be outvoted by at least four of his
fellow commissioners. For LYNX to have to quit serving
the area's major university (UCF) as well as other parts
of East Orange County would be a dramatic pullback
from the positive expansions they have undergone in the
20 years since we first started pressing for its expansion
into a true areawide public transit system serving the
three county metropolitan area.
It is positive that many local elected officials recognize more will still have to be done with LYNX, for after
all 37 percent of the people in the state of Florida are
unable to drive a car and there are many more who would
either prefer not to or would like to get some of the other
people off the road because they either have to or prefer
to drive.
Past studies have shown that most people want to
have public transit coming within approximately 1/4
mile of their homes, businesses, schools, etc.; run about
every 10-15 minutes; run at reasonable hours and be reasonably priced. LYNX curre~tly has about 200 buses that

Reward offered for leads
• •
on missing
woman
.'

,run at headways which averages about 1/2 hour; to reach
the goal outlined above, LYNX will have to more than
double its fleet size and run additional service.
Let's hope it will not take another 20 years for this
area to attain the public transit system we need and
deserve.
Likewise, the recent votes in the light rail project
indicate that progress continues to be made in our community, for ultimately this system will also have to be
expanded to have a presence throughout the area.
Again, we proposed a commuter/light rail system 17
years ago and finally it is 'beginning to take root. The citizens of the area will have to continue letting their elected officials know that all these systems will have to be
created and improved and sooner rather than later.
In the meantime, congratulations are due to those
officials who continue to push for expanded public an-d
light rail transmit as well as the news media for keeping
the spotlight on these important issues.

AMY BRADLEY is an American citizen who "vanished" while aboard a foreign vessel in international
waters.
She was leisurely traveling with her mother, father
and younger }?rother aboard the cruise ship Rhapsody of
the Seas (a Norwegian Flag Ship) which is owned and
operated by Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines of Miami, Fl.
The cruise ship was near docking procedures into port in
the island of Curacao, Netherlands Antilles, the
Caribbean.
There is a $250,000 reward for information leading
to Amy's safe return. There is also a $50,000 reward for
information leading to her verifiable location.
My' request to you is simple: visit http://www.tggweb.com/amybradley/index.htm (a site her family has set
up).
Thank you for your attention and consideration to
this extremely urgent matter.

-John Hedrick, Peoples Transit President

-William W. Houser, Jr.
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Visual Arts Brings Diverse Exhibit
"AHinities with Architecture" to UCF
MAGGIE GUNTHER
STAFF WRITER

PHOTO BY PABLO SILVA

above: Cheryl
Goldsleger,
Collection, Wax,
oil, pigment on
linen, 1996.
right: The exhibit
brings some ere·
ative works done
by several artists.

For an insightful and entertaining cultural experience, do not miss the
"Affinities for Architecture" exhibit in
the Visual Arts Building Gallery. It is
free of charge and has something to
offer every observer.
"Affinities
with
Architecture" is a traveling exhibit
curated by the Ewing Gallery of Art
and Architecture at the University of
Tennessee.
The exhibit, which spans a
broad range of media, focuses on the
connection between art and architecture through the works of several
artists from the Southeastern Unit~d
States.
Mr. Kevin Haran runs the
gallery. He explained that the exhibit is
unique because it showcases many
kinds of media, from sculpture to photography, to blueprints and mixed
media works. In addition to its many
types of media, "Affinities" deals with
a wide range of aspects of architecture.
Jacqueline Bishop's birdhouses explore the implications of how
human shelter relates to nature, while
Barry Buxkamper's paintings deal witQ
the juxtaposition of natural and man-

.

made structures.
Mr. Haran described his work
as
"seamless"
and
suggested
Buxkamper as someone who is "throwing out the rules of painting."
One work by Buxkamper entitled "Developer's Pet" illustrates an
almost mechanical, surreal hummingbird suspends a "window" through
which you can see building models and
If you 're not
a pair of pliers.
majoring in art or architecture, the
exhibit still holds at least one point of
interest. Television lovers are sure to
enjoy the sitcom blueprints created by
Mark Bennett, especially the apartment
floor plans for the show "Frasier."
In the catalog for the exhibit,
Bennett can be quoted as saying, "I
created the TV sitcom floor plans
because I love the families on television and I figured if I drew their houses or living environments, then they
could become real and become my
family."
After you observe this thoughtfully stimulating exhibit, mark your
c,a lendar to see Ms. Jacqueline Bishop
lecture in our very own Visual Arts
Auditorium on September 16th at 7p.m.
Whether you enjoy art, architecture, or even TV1 there is something
for you at the Visual Arts Gallery.

.

This week online!
Football scrimmage coverage
and more

homepage -+ sports
National news update
throughout the week
homepage -+ nation
Get a map or directions
to or from ANYWHERE
homepage -+ find a business
Register to update our
calendar with your UCF events!
homepage -+ calendar

6th ExhitiQn JApril ~t) ,.._. Summet 2000
Reception:Thursday1 AprU 20, $ - 7 p.m.

FREE EMAIL • ONLINE CLASSIFIEDS
LOCAL BUSINESS DISCOUNTS
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luster's "New York
Trilouv" Holds
Readers Spellbound
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ALAFAYA SQUARE

30 WEST BROADWAY

SHOPPING CENTER
(407) 366-1625
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interesting to the reader. This
may seem obvious, but so often
this goal succumbs to the
writer's desire to create something earth-shaking. Powerful
themes, complex imagery and
vivid metaphor suddenly take
precedence. The story may contain all of these, but how efficacious is it when the reader is distanced from the action either
because it's not accessible or
simply
because they
just stop caring?
"The
story is not in
the words; it's
in the struggle," says the
narrator in one
of the stories
in
Paul
Auster 's "The
New
York
Trilogy"
(Penguin,
$14.95).
It
neatly sums
up · a central
theme in the
three analogous stories in
this book in
which
the Author Paul Auster
classic mys- with three striking
tery genre is book
used to investigate
the
phenomenon of what a story is
and how through it the real can
become unreal, the unreal real,
the creation the creator and the
creator the creation. By reading
it, we get the sense that the struggle referred to not only embodies
the struggles of the characters
but also the struggle the author
undergoes in creating something
of which he is so much a part.
In "City of Glass," the
first installment, Quinn is a mystery writer who, because of an
eerie phone call, assumes the
identity of Paul Auster, a New
York detective.
Later, Auster is hired to
protect an adult son from his
father, both named Peter
Stillman, because his theories on
salvation have become so real to
him that he is accused of being
psychotic and dangerous.
Very
quickly
Quinn/Paul Auster becomes
obsessed with the case as it introduces complexities that eventually change his life.
During the second part
called "Ghosts," private detective Blue is hired by White to
watch Black. Although no reason
is given, he agrees to the job and
in his room on Orange Street he
watches and waits.
Like the other two stories, no crime is apparent and
none arises, but the investigation

tor in "The Locked Room,"
Trilogy's final installment, discovers his childhood friend
Fanshawe has suddenly disappeared.
Pursuant to his wishes,
Fanshawe's wife contacts the
narrntor, a book reviewer and
freelance write~, and presents
him with numerous manuscripts
of books, poems and plays that
Fanshawe _had completed before
his disappearance.
Recognizing
the brilliance
of
these
works,
his
main objective is to get
these
published
and
into the hands"
of the public,
but quickly
he becomes
fixated
on
finding
Fanshawe
and
loses
sight of himself in the
search.
the
Within
first
few
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
of
presents the reader pages
of
stories in his latest "City
Glass,"
Auster
writes
of
Quinn, "What interested him
about the stories he wrote was
not their relation to the world,
but their relation to other stories." After reading "The New
York Trilogy," perhaps the same
argument can be made for Paul
Auster.
The interrelation among
the three different plots is striking and causes us to examine _
them :J.S one piece, just as a
detective would examine a crucial clue.
Together they not only
examine the power of story, but
also demonstrate this power, dramatically affecting the readers as
they piece together the information to form the whole picture.
Brilliantly written, the
individual stories offer an ·excitement not found in other crime
fiction, holding us spellbound.
As obsessed as Quinn/Paul
Auster is in watching Peter
Stillman, as obsessed as Blue is
in watching Black or as the nar- ·
rator of "The Locked Room" is
in finding Fanshawe, so too does
the reader feel that same obsession in watching these characters.
This is a book to be read as a
whole. Forget the fact that it's
three different stories. Only by
looking at one as a continuation
of the other can the entirety of
the message be found.
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Julian lennon Works to Make Name ot His Own
WENDY KALE
CONTRIBUTINNG WRITER

Julian Lennon is carving out his
own niche in the music business. He is the
founder of Music From Another Room
~ecords, he handles production and tours,
and he doesn't rely on his family name for
fame and fortune. And along the way he's
discovered the importance of taking time
to enjoy his friends and family.
The son of the late John Lennon,
Julian made his mark in the music world
with 1984's "Valotte" CD and the ·hit
"Much Too Late for Goodbyes."
Unfortunately, his record label and management wrecked havoc on his career, and
forced him into a seven-year "vacation"
from the music business.
When a musical artist takes a
leave of absence it can be the kiss of death.
However, Lennon took the ' 90s to resurrect his personal life and learn how to
enjoy living. When he finally sat down to
record again, he created his new CD,
"Photograph Smile." The new record not
only· signals Lennon's return as a talented
singer/songwriter, but it has helped him
forge his own musical path.
"I spent seven years out of the
business," said Lennon from a New York
City tour stbp. "I just got very frustrated
with the music industry, and felt used and
abused, with no respect as an artist.
"It actually took me five years to
get out of co'ntracts and management. I
certainly didn't want any new work to be
owned by them - I felt like I'd given
them enough."
The time off gave-Lennon time to
re-evaluate his life and the music industry.
While living in Italy, he spent his time
antiquing, sailing and cooking.
"I had to look my life over from a
personal and professional perspec;tive,"
Lennon explained. "For 10 years my life
had just been the music industry, and I had
little time for myself. Leaving it really was
a blessing in disguise, and allowed me the
time to breathe and live again.

"I really· spent most of the time back," Lennon said.
off with my No. 1 passion - cooking,"
Lennon knows the importance of
Lennon said. "I've been cooking for over integrity at a record label. After his debut
20 years, and I love going down to the on Atlantic, the label made him immedimarket in Italy every day and buying the ately record a sophomore CD. Lennon had
fresh produce. I love Italy - it's so beau- toured around the world promoting
tiful and it's a stress-free life."
"Valotte" and felt that he never had the
While enjoying the slow-paced chance to translate those experiences into
Italian lifestyle,
music.
Lennon realized
Frustrated,
he
that there are
fulfilled his contract by creating
more important
things in life
"experimental"
than the music
records.
industry.
"My last record
was the straw that
"I mean
broke the camel's
music is imporback; 'Saltwater'
tant,"
Lennon
sold worldwide
said, "but there
but Atlantic sat
are things in life
on their backthat are equally
important.
I
sides in America.
That's why I took
decided
that
when I did my
the time to write
music again that
'Photograph
the only way to
Smiie.' I realized
that I didn't want
do it would be by
holding
the
to leave my last
reins, so I could
four records as
my only musical
use my time
legacy.
All the
SPECIAL To THE FuTuRE
more wisely. But
songs
on
the new
I tell you, if it Julian Lennon is finally on tour in the U.S and Canada.
album are written
came down to
friendship
and
on the theme of
family vs. music - I'd stop the music."
love and relationships - a lot of the same
To take control of his life, things happen in businesses and relationLennon developed his Music From ships - and they reveal all of our insecuAnother Room -label. The h~mespun label rities, hope, faith and let-downs."
allows Lennon to release his own records
"Photograph Smile" is nothing
and support the careers of new artists.
short of a brilliant pop record. Lennon
"I wasn't prepared to sell my soul resolves the ghosts of his past and explores
to the devil for five years, so I knew I'd his new-found optimism on the CD, while
have to oversee everything if I started this penning perceptive lyrics that intermingle
label. I wear all the hats and oversee with the pop-flavored music.
To help promote "Photograph
everything - I took care of the production
of the album, the videos and handled all Smile," Lennon decided to use the
the touring details. So, if anything goes Internet. His site at www.julianlennon.~om
wrong I only h£We myself to blame. But I features tour info, photos, bios and his
can now wake up in the morning, look at very interesting family legacy.
myself in the mirror and know I haven't
"I didn't know this, but the guys
lied, cheated or stabbed myself in the who do my Web site found out that most of

the buggers (his family) were criminals
and in jail," laughed Lennon.
Of course the most famous
Lennon was Julian's biological father,
John. And there is a lot of myth on what
really transpired between father and son.
Julian was very honest and direct
about his feelings. "I got into music, but
not because of my dad. He did send me a
guitar when I was 11, but was never there
to show me show me how to play it. Joho
may have been my father, but he was never
there; he actually taught me how not to be
a father, by his being inconsistent and hypocritical.
"People assume that I was born
with a silver spoon in my mouth, and tend
to not want to know the truth - but my
dad walked out when I was 5. It was
Roberto, my stepfather, who really was a
father to me - he took the time to take me
to school and o.n vacation, and everyday
made me feel loved. I hate to upset people's applecarts - but that was the reality.
"Roberto's jazz friends used to
come to our house, and I'd find myself
playing piano and getting introduced to
artists like Keith Jarrett," Lennon said.
"That's how I first learned how to
write classically improvised pieces - my
first music had nothing to do with· pop
stuff."
Those early lessons paid off, as
"Photograph Smile" is receiving rave
reviews from critics.
"They've put a big smile on my
face," confes_sed Lennon. "It's nice getting
a little respect for the work I do, and not
from being the 'son of John.' I want to be
known as a good songwriter, sing well and
do the job. This album is my baby, and it'S
a big bonus that the music industry had
nothing to do with it.
"I've always tried to live as truthfully and judgmental- free as possible,"
said Lennon. "Anc~ it has made such a difference having control back in my life. The
idea of fame to me is not appealing, and
the approach to this album was very down
to earth. For once I feel like I have my feet
on the ground."

Now Hiring
Versity.com is now hiring

NO JET AKERS

* Versity.com is hiring students to take notes
*

Enhance your learning experience by
taking careful, quality notes!

* Earn great money for sharing your notes

with your classmates!

v~rsityocom
Study Smarter

•
•
•

•

LIVE MUSIC
FEATURING

BUBBA WILSON FROM
REAL RADIO 104.1

-OUC GIANT SLIDE.
AND FOOTBALL TOSS
FOR THE KIDS!

•

•
•

•

TAILGATE EARLY
AT TINKER FIELD!

FREE
ADMISSION!

(RIGHT NEXT TO THE CITRUS BOWL)

•

(TO FAN FAIR)

GREAT FOOD AND COLD.
BUDWEISER® BEER!

•

Hey, all you Knights Fans ... Be a·part of the UCF pre~game Party of the Season·!
Join together to cheer on the KNIGHTS when they meet Purdue
for the biggest season opener ever at the Citrus Bowl on

Saturday, September 4th
Fan Fair starts at 4pm and goes until kick-off!
Brought to you by...

Cyan Magenta YolkYNBlack

•

*Books delivered in no more than three business days or your shipping is refunded. Some restrictions apply. See www.varsitybooks.com for details.
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"Would You Rather
Have Sex with
Andre the Giant or
the Star ot Willow?"
KATHRYN JUSTICE
DAILY MISS/SS/PIAN (U. MISSISS!Pl)
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I believe that the ken up into several indecipherauthors of this book, "Would able categories. Chapter One's
You Rather 2," would like their category is "Cursed Again!"
readers to make some sort of The writers explain that an "allcult out of it. They take a goofy too-familiar
deity"
has
but fun concept - asking a group descended the mortal world to
of your friends "Would you inflict you with some sort of
rather so-and-so, or would you bizarre curse.
rather so-and-so?"-and apply
But you get to decide.
some rather serious (and I mean Decide between, for example,
this in th~ kindest way possible) bacon-bit dandruff or an inner
monologue
like
Jimmy
ridiculous philosophies to it.
For example, the cre- Stewart's voice.
ators of this book, Justin
Hmmmm ...
Heimberg and David Gomberg,
My favorite section is
explai~,
"The the "Would You Rather. .. ?
ringmaster/MC/overlord of the Menu" which asks you to
'Would
choose
You
between a
Rather.. '
variety of.
empire is
appetizing
'the
culinary
deity."'
delights.
They sum
"Would
up
the
you rather
"deity" as a
drink
a
cross
'Retarded
between
Beaver'
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
(vodka,
Charles
Manson
grenadine,
and Gabe "Would You Rather 2" delivers some sticky cedar shavquestionsto curious readers alike
ings,
Kaplan
is
topped
who
"nearly
with a tuft
omnipotent, often ruthless, and of pubic hair) or 'Cameron's
obsessed with former NBA Undoing' (a jar of mayonnaise
seven-footers."
studded with pimento, gar1 must assume that it's nished with a photograph of
all in good fun.
Alan Thicke)?"
Yet it definitely makes
Drink up, everybody!
it a different kind of book. And
As silly as this book
the bizarre types of questions sounds, it made me laugh my
they pose add to that unique head off.
feel as well.
I found myself wishing
Here's one for you, I had it with me as I drove to St.
courtesy of "the deity" who Louis with some friends last
it's the perfect
commands you to choose, no week matter what.
car/party game.
"Would you rather
And to tell you the
have sex with Andre the Giant truth, I've had a pretty good
... or... the star of Willow?
time reading it by myself.
You must choose.
Don't tell "the deity,"
Here's a really sticky but sometimes I just laugh and
one: "Would you rather sponta- turn the page without even
neously com bust... or sponta- thinking about which one I
neously turn into Harriet would choose.
Beecher Stowe?"
So pick up a copy of
You must choose.
"Would You Rather 2" and
The questions are bro- revel in low-browness.
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Entertainment Writers
Needed tor the 1a111
Paid Positionsl Email
The city commission of the border town
of El Cenizo, Texas, voted in August to establish
Spanish as the town's official language and to prohibit municipal employees, under penalty of firing, from cooperating with the federal
Immigration and Naturalization Service on undocumented aliens. Mayor Rafael Rodriguez has
acknowledged that he entered the United States
illegally many years ago (though he is now a citizen).
Scottish psychopathic murderer Noel
Ruddle, who has been in the Carstairs mental hospital in Glasgow for eight years, was released in
August because no treatment is currently available
for his paranoid schizophrenia, and British law
prevents a prisoner's hospitalization if it does not
result in the improvement, however slight, of his
condition. Various officials and psychiatrists quoted in the British press were aghast at the decision,
_for nearly 2,000 seriously disturbed prisoners are
in situations similar to Ruddle's.

Everyone's Favorite Understatement
"I know I'm not perfect" (recidivist
drunk driver Donald Branch, sentenced to 49
years in prison for killing a pregnant woman and
her daughter, Memphis, Tenn., June). "I'm not
perfect" (Steven Carmichael, 39, with convictions
for burglary, theft, drug trafficking and two rapes,
Portland, Maine, July). "I'm not perfect" (convicted murderer Raymond 0. Nichols, placing a singles ad from his Massachusetts prison cell, May).
"(She's) not perfect" (Salt Lake Tribune reporter
writing a sympathetic article about a once-drugcrazed mother asking for custody of the daughter
she abandoned, June). "He's not perfect" (Monica
Turner, wife of boxer-rapist Mike Tyson, May).

Awesome, Duuudel
The San Francisco Examiner reported in
June that one-third of outdoor rodents at the
Kesterson National Wildlife Refuge have both
male and female reproductive organs, a finding
attributed to a nearby reservoir of selenium, which
is a byproduct of agricultural runoff. The lead
investigator said the rodents are male on the outside and female on the inside.

Latest Survived Plunges·
Allen Frith, age 45, 75 feet off a cliff at
his home near Pigeon Forge, Tenn. (February); 30year-old woman in her car, off the seventh floor of
a parking garage, Pittsburgh (April); 27-year-old
man, 80 feet off a construction platform,
Washington, D.C (July); Leung Man-chun, 8, 17
floors from a Hong Kong apartment (with four
clotheslines and a canopy breaking his fall)
(April).

Spectacular Crashes
Piedmont, Mo., teen driver Rory Dale
Smith survived a collision with a train even
though he was ejected from his truck and slammed
through the rolled-up passenger window of another truck (March). A one-vehicle crash on the
Capital Beltway in Alexandria, Va., vaulted the
chihuahua Tito over a 4-foot-high median barrier
and four lanes of traffic safely to the grassy shoulder (April). Olivier Faure, 21, was knocked off his
motorcycle by a car in the village of Upaix,
France, but walked and hitchhiked, in shock, to
his home six miles away before he realized that
his forearm had been severed (February).

Questionable Judgments
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In July, police in Tijuana, Mexico, investigating a roadside sniper attack, jailed suspect
Dennis A. Macchione, 33, before they had
released the victim's two companions, whom they
were holding temporarily. The companions chatted and shared food with Macchione but only
because they didn't know who he was; they said if
they had known, they'd have killed him. (In
December, Las Vegas police inadvertently locked
up a witness to a contract killing in the same holding cell with one of the two men accused of
arranging the hit.)
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Challenge?
OFFICER

TRAINING

(.

SCHOOL

'·
Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force
Officer Training School. There you will become a commissioned
officer in just '. 2 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year,
plus the opportunity to travel and
AIM HIGH
see the world. To discover how high
.-AIR ~
a career in the Air Force can take
! > you, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit
our website at www.airforce.com
www.airforce.com

At a pretrial hearing in Albuquerque,
N.M., in March, a judge disclosed government
witnesses' addresses over prosecutors' protests;
among the evidence: a rap song recorded by the
defendants' gang, the Sureno 13, that included a
chorus, "I gotta kill me a witness." And key evidence convicting Jeffrey Myrick at his February
trial in Cambridge, Mass., for pushing his girlfriend off of a roof: a poem he wrote, reading: "As
we stand here I on the roof top I for an unknown
reason I my girlfriend took a hop / I screamed /
call a cop I because I threw my girl from the top."

--taRCi F

c.

A 19-year-old man was hospitalized in
Salt Lake City in June after personally investigating whether a .22-caliber bullet inside a straw
could be ejected by hitting it with a hammer.
Answer: sometimes (including this time, wounding the man in the stomach).
In June in Christchurch, New Zealand,
Thomas Hendry, 23 , won the "How Far Will-You
Go?" contest at Trader McKendry's Tavern (prize:
about $300 (U.S.)) by stapling his penis to a crucifix and setting it on fire. Hendry said he needed
to pay some bills and was inspired by an earlier
contestant who merely pierced his foreskin with a
safety pin: "I thought I could do better than that."
Hendry's mother was in the bar that night and
said, "I'm just very relieved that he won. I would
have hated for someone to go through all that and
(lose)."

(

Leading Economic Indicators
According to recent figures, about 90
people per day in Japan kill themselves, a per
capita rate about 75 percent higher than the suicide rate in the United States.
The main reason, according to experts
cited in a July New York Times dispatch, is the
shame and fear of layoffs during Japan's recession. And in July, Villaricca, Italy, with more than
20 percent unemployed, conducted a televised
drawing among 177 contestants for six municipal
street-sweeper jobs.

FRll

SUBI

.Recurring Themes
People continue to receive surprises as
they innocently take their seats in the bathroom. In
May, Betty Rook, 79, was hospitalized in
Petersburg, Va., with a rat bite on her butt as she
sat on the toilet; city official Tim Jones said he
gets about one report a year of a rat making it
through sewer lines into a residential toilet.
And as Tom Smelcer of Apsley, Ontario,
flushed his toilet in April, he saw a bird battling
against the flow, finally thrusting itself free and
crashing against Smelcer 's head; health officials
said it probably came from a roof-top septic-tank
vent.
(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O.
Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679, or Weird@compuserve.com.)

l

DUFFY'S

10042 University Blvd.
Corner of University & Dean
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BUY ONE SUB AND TWO
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replaced it with both blistering rock
howlers and blissful mid-tempo
melodies.
Among the former are the
nasty
guitar raveups "Parallel
Universe" and "Easily," while the latter includes the consoling "Scar
Tissue" and the anthemic "Otherside."
Throughout, the Peppers
sound less like a bunch of slapdash
pranksters and mpre like an accomplished rock outfit with something to
prove.
Maturity, it turns oµt, isn't
necessarily a bad thing.

,

Red Hot Chili Peppers
"Ca lif-0rn ica ti on"
Certainly,
calling
"Californication" the Chili Peppers'
most accomplished effort is a little
like calling Marilyn Quayle the
brightest member of her family.
With their obvious and
moronic rapping on one hand and
Anthony Kiedis' tone-deaf ballad
warbling on the other, the Peppers'
previous work ain't exactly too tough
to top.
Those grating elements do
surface on this new disc, but they're
significantly less prevalent. Indeed, it
seems time to give these genial if dim
frat-funksters their due, as they've.
also eased up a bit on the shtick and

-KEITH HARRISON

The Verve Pipe
(self-titled) .

The. Verve Pipe toiled in relative obscurity until breakthroughs
from its last album like the sentimental pop hit "The Freshmen," which
dominated the airwaves of both alternative and Top-40 stations for several
months.
So after producing unnoticed
albums since 1992, the group begins
promotion of its self-titled album in
an . unaccustomed fashion with
expectations to live up to.
The Verve Pipe (RCA) has big
shoes to fill after the success of
1996's Villains, which led to three
quality singles and had some of the
best writing of any recent album.
The new release gives fans
what they have come to expect from
The Verve Pipe, including solid songwriting - with everything from biting sarcasm to anguish ? and a mixture of heavy guitar riffs and slow
ballads.
The . first single from the
album, "Hero," is a little off the beaten path for the group.
The song, however, is already
on its way up the charts with consistent radio play and a music video
already in rotati,on.
With vibey guitar lines and
the
back-up
vocalists
singing
"oooooohhhhh" nearly throughout the
song, it might seem like the group lost
some of the edge that was its calling
card on past albums.
But the trademark acerbic wit
of songwriter and lead vocalist Brian
Vander Ark shines through in this
song as he laments in the chorus that

"I'm just a jerk/but a hero's what I
wanna be."
The Verve Pipe also recorded
several songs on this album that try to
capitalize on the success of "The
Freshmen" and appease the audience
brought into the group's fold with that
cross-over hit.
While "The Freshmen" reverberated with anyone who remembers
being young and making a mistake,
nearly anyone who's ever been in love
can identify with the new album's
"Half a Mind."
Vander Ark's gravely yet
powerful voice carries much of the
album, and it truly makes this song
come alive as he croons "Leave me
behind/you would if you had half a
mind."
The Verve Pipe dances back
and forth between the lands of pop
and modern rock, as the group also
provides some songs capable of sending a qowd into a frenzy and spawning a mosh pit.
The bass-heavy licks of
Villains "Photograph" are replaced by
the driving bass lines and intricate
guitar solos of "Supergig" and
"Headlines.. "
The band visited a few large
venues on its last tour.
Now, with its repertoire of hit
songs and a large array of arena-rockers from this and other albums, The
Verve Pipe is ready to fill some stadiums with its fans and its sounds.

-DUSTIN GULKER
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FOR SALE
Mobile Home for Sale - Rent-to-own.
2 bedroom/I barh with all appliances, washer/dryer, free1er. UCF area. Owner will
finance. $I 0,000 or best offer.
Cassandra Brown (352) 357-8842.
Motorola Bravo Express Pager - connection
fee included. $20. Call 977-2481.
1995 Toyota Tercel 2 door DX sedan, low
miles, a/c. am/frn cassette. Excellent for student, asking $6,500, call 281-1893 or 9634204 ask for Alan.

FoRRENT
UCF Area - Nice home has 2 rooms available
$325.00 and $345.00. Full use of house, utilities and cable included.
Available immediately. 977-1051.
Room for rent. Downtown/non-smoker. No
pets. $400/month. 1/3 utilities. Call 570-8722,
leave message.
For Rent - 2 bedroom/2 bath 1,000 square
foot. Clean, walk to UCF. $535/month. Free
washer/dryer. $500 security, $25 credit. Call
249-3845 or cell 484-9830.
For Rent - Nice studio condo.
University/Goldenrod area. New dishwasher
and murphy bed. $490/month includes water.
Call Scott 678-9881
Winter Park room for rent - close to UCF.
Private bath. a/c, cable. tv, pool, tennis for Professional only. $350/month. Please
call (407) 679-8812 and leave a message.
Efficiency $350.00/month. $I 00.00 security
depo it. Furnished. all utilities, local telephone. cable included. Minutes from UCF.
No pets. Call 366-2545.

HELP· WANTED
Student needed to babysit in our Tuscawilla
home. 2 year-old and 4 month-old. 3 or more
afternoons each week. Call 359-8577.
After school pick-up - 6 yr. old boy, 2
days/week from JCC (Maitland) to WP and
Oviedo for late afternoon activities. Reliable
transportation a must. $200/month.
244-5188 (d) or 366-9969 (e).
I have a beautiful, good-natured 11 month old
baby boy. I work at home for a law firm,
preparing cases for trial. I need a babysitter 2
mornings a week, hours of approx. 8:30 am11 :30 am and/or 2 afternoons a week, hours
of approx. 1 pm -4 pm, while I work in my
home office. You pick the days ...\Let me
know what fits into your schedule. I live-very
close to UCF. Pay $6.50/hr. Please call Jill at
359-5305.
Enthusiastic, self-motivated sales clerks needed for W. Oaks Mall & Church Street. Pff &
F/f. $7/hour +commissions. Flex hours.
Immediate start. 620-2675 or
DNJAENT@aol.com
Mystery Shoppers needed for Orlando area
businesses. Get paid to shop. Plus, get free
meals, merchandise and more! Free details.
Send a# 10 SASE to:
S & J Marketing, 10151 University Blvd.,
Orlando, FL 32817

Calling All Musicians!
If you would like to use your instrumental talents in an orchestra and/or band call Heath at
644-5060.

Servers, hosts and dishwashers needed for
Chinese restaurant. 2 locations. Apply in person at Dragon Court. Comer of Alafaya and
McCulloch in University Palms (Publix)
Shopping Center.
4250 Alafaya Trail. Suite 200.
SOCIAL, NON-CONFORMIST, WITTY.
EASY-GOING, CREATIVE. Sound like you?
Be the next Student Brand Manager representing Red Bull on campus. It just might be
the g greatest job you'll ever have. For more
information on Red Bull, check out www.redbull.com Then send your resume to Pamela
Sachez: Fax# 407-297-0220. E-mail:
DRUS@aol.com
SPRING BREAK 2000 WITH STS - Join
America's# l Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, Cruises and
Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
(800) 648-4849 or visit online@
www.ststravel.com.
Models Needed for Hair Show
International Hair designers. All hair types &
colors needed for color, cuts perming & formal updo. Size 4-8 preferred. Model call
August 27, 1999@ 6:30 p.m. Sharp! Omni
Rosen Hotel Room Salon 11 9840
International Drive. If questions call (800)
526-4657 ext. 853.
Ladies! Earn $100 to $200 per night selling
roses in elegant nightclubs such as Roxies
and Backstage. Wear beautiful dresses and
work with style while you earn $25 to $50
per hour! Hours are short - 9 pm - 3 am. Pan-·
time is Friday and Saturday. Fulltime is
Wednesday - Saturday. Nights go by fast, top
salary, quality people! Must be 19, own a car
and have a great personality. Join our tean1!
Call Tracey at 521-8003 or Renee at 9770449.
Part-time position (3 nights per week) - Assist
disabled individual with living needs & exercise. near UCF. Nice environment. good pay.
Call John 678-1729.
Wanted Equestrian for horse/stable care for
lessons/riding/salary: Experience necessary.
Call Sharon at 977-9 I 68 or leave message at
651-3597.
Help Wanted - Valet Parking Attendants needed. Clean driving record and the ability to
work under strenuous physical conditions are
a must. Many locations. $7.00 to $12.00 an
hour. 25 positions must be filled immediately.
Apply in personal at the Marriott Downtown
located next to the arena or the Omni Rosen
on International Drive.
Assemblers - Light mechanical, electrical
PT/FT, S. Orlando. 407-857-8770.
Orlando Regional Lucerne Hospjtal would
like you to volunteer. Positions available in
PT & OT, Transitional Care, Radiology &
other departments. If interested call,
•
649-6222.

Babysitter wanted in our home, Oviedo area.
2 children ages 5 and I. Monday afternoons
and Thursdays 8 am - 4 pm. Must have transportation and good references. Please call
365-7866 evenings.

\

SERVICES
$25 + Per Hour
Direct sales reps needed NOW! Market credit card applications. Person-to-person.
Commissions average $250-500/wk.
(800) 651-2832.
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After School
Tutor - Sitter

'·

Veterinary Technician & Receptionist needed
for Veterinary cijnic in Oviedo.
Call 366-7323.
Part-time Bookkeeper needed for Veterinary
clinic in Oviedo. Call 366-7323.
Swimming Instructor wanted must be experienced and certified $9 .50/hour flexible schedule Pit or F/f. Call 699-1992.
Drowning in Debt???
Non profit agency available to assist with
debt consolidation program.
- Stop collection calls
- Lower interest
- Consolidate into one payment
- Licensed & Bonded
- Free consultation by phone or in person.
Call free 24 hour message (407) 772-2298 or
call office direct at (407) 599-0057 x l.

$500.00 to $,5,000.000.00 commercial real
estate financing - National Placement. Free
consultation. (800) 970-1328.

ROOMMATES
Sub-leaser wanted for College Park
Community-May JO - August 10. 1999.
Excellent location. All utilities included. Pool,
tennis, etc. $355.00 per month or $1,000.00
up-front for 3 months. Call Shawn at
(407) 926-5475
Roommate wanted 2 BR 2 1/2 bath condo w/
dishwasher, pool, tennis. 8 min from UCF.
Non-smoking responsible male. $390/mo.
includes water and electricity. 678-8582

., Gardens J;, ~qvy Bose;L<i~l;f!'• , ,

·~·

'; lnterestec.f~:~en. ing p~pne&day ~- ·,

;~if'ti~lii~

CLUBS
Scon.
Freshman 500
A Freshman Party Wednesday, August 25
7:00 p.m. Student Union Key West Free
Food, Games
The Big House
7:30 Fridays Student Union Cape Florida 316
A Campus Crnsadefor Christ Meeting.
E-mail: crusade@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
UCF Butokukan (:lub, Now in our 14th
year! Art, Sport and Self-Defense!!! Co-Ed
beginners classes now forming. No experience necessary! Classes are T & Th 8-10 pm
in the Ed Bldg's multipurpose room (MPR),
Call Chris at 497-1151 for more information.
Open House/Demo, Th 9/2 at 8:30 pm. Free
Refreshments! ! !·
Start your own Fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau is
looking for men to start a new chapter. If you
are interested in academic success, a chance
to network and an opportunity to make
friends in a non-pledging brotherhood, e-mail:
zbt@abtnational.org or call John Stemen at
317-334-1898.

\
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Make your
Professors proud
With Convergys Corporation, customer
Management Group, you'll receive modern training,
advancement opportunities and all the necessary
toolsJor building a successJulJuture. As a leading
provider oj' outsourced billing and customer
management solutions, we represent some oj' the
world's leading companies in computer hardware,
consumer goods and a variety oj' other industries. -
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Tech.n:1ca.l. Support Reps
Prow'de tech support on bella!fqfa leading PC mamyacturer.

PUt y0ur talent t.o work for you and discover the following benefits:
• Part-time and rull-tlme -· afternoon/evening and weekend
schedules available
• Tuition reimbursement
faid certification testing for eligible employees
• Tuchnical training for those with strong
communication/interpersonal skills interested in tech support.
• Ccmpetitive benefits packages (for 30+ hrs/wk)
Shift differential (for nights and weekends)
• Business casual" environment
• Paid vacation

W!zetlzer you're a perspective graduate or an
underclassman. sign upJor a career at Convergys.' To
become a valued member ef our growing company,
call our Career Line at: (407) 667-5100. Walk-ins are
accepted .Monday - Thursday, !Oam - 4pm on{y at 2301
Mai eland Center Pkwy. Bldg. 200, 4th Floor South,
Maitland, PL 32751. FAX: (407) 667-5024.

E-mail to: cssrccruitcr@convergys.com

.MAIL: 120..Ale:xandria Blvd. S~te 17, Ovied,o, FL 32765

(
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Orug-Free/Smol<&-Free Worl<pl<lce. EOE WFION
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A LOT.
•

A REAL LOT.

AN ABSOLUTE TON.
You can save up to 50% off the regular

a book from our Guaranteed Buyback

price when you shop at textbooks.com.

program. So not only do we have the

For starters, we have big discounts

most books in the business, we also

on our entire range of new books.
We also have the largest selection
of used textbooks, which are even

have the cheapest books in the
ft

~

~

~
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..0R1c£s MAKt. c<:J'v\;

cheaper. And to save the most, choose

c·

business. And with our fast, flat
rate shipping, the decision on where

to buy your textbooks couldn't be easier.

IE

[Bi~] ~~e~ooks JB~ck
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Fast

}=·TEXTBOOKS.COM
deliver:~u~lec_ti~
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NOTES FROM THE GRIDIRON
Collins involved in car accident
UCF running back Dwight Collins
suffered a neck sprain and minor lacerations in a car accident Friday night after
practice. After a short
stint at the hospital on
Friday evening, Collins
was
treated
and
released.
"He had a sprained
neck and a few cuts due
to . glass, right out at
University in front of
the UCF entrance,"
Coach Mike Kruczek Collins
said. "He's ok. He's a little so're so we didn't want to put him through any action during the scrimmage."
Collins was held out of the scrimmage
for precautionary reasons but was expected to resume practicing with the team
shortly after the incident. _
Expect the unexpected, and plenty of
shotgun
Don't be surprised to see Kelvin
Robinson join Vic Penn on the field sometime this season. No, not replace Vic Penn,
join him.
Over the past four seasons, Kruczek
hasn't had much of a reason for gadget
plays, but now, if the situation dictates it,
he's got his bag of tricks ready for use.
"I've got a lot of trick stuff. Two quarterbacks in . a game is something we've
talked about as a staff," Kruczek said.
"We haven't worked our gadgets yet,
trying to get into the base offense, but it's
something we'll work on in the next few
weeks. We may have to depend on some of
that stuff to win games t_his year, try to fool
people."
One aspect of the offense that will
remain the same will be UCF's use of the
shotgun formation. Daunte Culpepper was

in the gun often last season, but with an
unproven offensive line and a veteran,
dependable center in junior Chris Lorenti,
the Golden Knights may use it even more
this year.
"More and more coaches are going to
it because it gives the quarterback a little
more visibility and a little bit more time,"
Kruczek said.
"There's a little leeriness about the
snap, because a lot of things can go wrong,
but you just have to -confidence in the
guys. You can get burned, it happened to
us against Auburn, but for the most part
it's been very effective in giving us a
chance of throwing the ball. And you still
have a fairly decent running game out of it,
and play-action movement-wise. We'll be
in the gun quite a bit."
Richardson will coach on the field
while he still can
Senior
defensive
end
Marv
Richardson may have just undergone eye
surgery, but his presence hasn't been
missed.
That's because he's always there.
Richardson, a former walk-on who
has made himself into a productive starter,
is a fixture at nearly every practice, standing on the sideline in street clothes, talking
to his teammates, providing encouragement, and surveying the situation.
"I've noticed a lot of guys are growing up," Richardson said. "They're stepping up to the plate and because of injury,
some of these guys got thrown from high
school to first string, so its good to see
them coming along."
Richard~on has been particularly
impressed by UCF's talented newcomers
like Don Page, Elton Patterson, Brett
Bolar, and Jake McKibben. Although he's
a fountain of knowledge and makes .himself available to answer questions, his
mai~ concern is making sure they feel
comfortable and fit in. ·

"I'll come by and encourage them, but
In fact, the decision has been made
mostly, I'll invite them to movies or to that two of the most prized offensive
morning mass with me, just so they know recruits, tailback Corey Baker and receivthat just because I'm a senior, I'm not er Ellis Debrow, will redshitt.
unapproachable," Richardson said. "They
Baker has been great in practice and
need to be involved
scrimmages, but still needs to learn more
and if they need to talk,
and can be afforded the luxury of saving a
to know I'm here."
year of eligibility with UCF's backfield
That kind of attidepth.
tude is something that
"He's a good football player,"
may lead Richardson
Kruczek said. "He's a little lost with what
towards
coaching,
he's doing assignment-wise, and where he
something he hadn't
needs to be in protection, but if you put the
ball in his hands there's no doubt he's a
fully pondered until
good football player.
having to sit back and
watch.
"Him and (junior transfer) Terrance
Kruczek
"They say that I'm
(Williams) are very similar in qualities
Little Coach Huff Jr., sometimes," says a with their lane-changing capabilities and
smiling Richardson, referring to his team- their speed, but Baker will redshirt this
mates comparisons of him and defensive year."
ends coach Charles Huff.
To give any further indication of how
"I definitely wouldn't mind coaching high the staff is on Baker, it is looking
and this has helped me to see that this is more and more like Williams will be
something I'd like to do in the future. But UCF's starter on Sept. 4.
man, I want to play. If you talk to any
Meanwhile, Debrow was perhaps the
coach, they'll always say that if they could most heralded recruit the Golden Knights
play just 15 snaps, they would do it, so brought in, and he has shown flashes why.
that's my main concern."
However, UCF has enough receivers ready
Some of UCF's future will wait their this year where it doesn't have to rush
tum
Debrow, who has been struggling to catch
Because of injuries to many Golden up to his potential since he walked on camKnight veterans this summer, UCF's fresh- pus.
man recruiting class has gotten an extend"He came in tremendously out of
ed look.
shape," Kruczek said. "He hadn't run, hadTh_e results have been extremely n't caught a pass, l}adn't done anything all
favorable.
summer, and it was very obvious when he
Not only is UCF loaded in years to stepped out here the first day, but he's gotcome defensively with guys like Page, ten progressively better as far as getting
Patterson, Bolar, Jake McKibben, Kenny into shape, and route-running and catching
Arnold, Dwight Perkins, and Asante the ball.
Samuel, but offensively the Golde~ '
"Now, he's gotta apply what he learns
Knights brought in some incredible talent. in the classroom out here. He's still young
Despite quarterback Brian Miller 's and he'll redshirt. There's not much else to
impressiveness, expect only rookie offen- talk about, he won't play this season."
sive linemen to make an impact on that
side of the ball this year.
-TONY MEJIA

Young offensive line raises concerns
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

It may not be widely known, but UCF's offensive line
suffered the biggest blow due to graduation.
UCF is without five linemen who saw playing time
last year, including three full-time starters, and that is a
major concern for offensive coordinator and offensive line
coach Paul Lounsberry.
"Losing Ryan Gillis, Cornell Green, Marcus Jenkins,
and Bill Dayton was a big blow. Thatfs a lot uf experience
to lose," Lounsberry said. "Iti's really a scary situation."
Along wit!i those four players, UCF also lost Freddie
Moore and Ahmed El-Hawary. Moore, a 6-foot-6, 300pounder who was second on the depth chart at quick tackle after spring practice, transferred before fallpractice
began. ·
El-Hawary was expected to be the starter at the strong
guard spot, but he left the team for family reasons. These
losses have left the Knights thin on experience but not on
talent.
Junior center Chris Lorenti returns to anchor the line.
He has started all 22 games since taking over the starting
role for the injured Dayton in 1997.
Last year he graded out at 80 percent or better in nine
of the 11 games, and he is being looked upon to lead a line
that lacks significant depth.
"Hefs a very, very steady and smart player,"
Lounsberry said. "Hefs seena lot in his three years and
because of that he has the experience to make all of the
calls."
Two other starters have started previously for UCF
and should provide leadership along with Lorenti. Frank
Haynes has played in 28 games, including 13 starts. The
6-7, 320-pound senior graded out at 80 percent or better
seven times last year while starting all 11 games. Junior
John Beauchamp has assumed the starting quick guard
spot vacated by Gillis.

Beauchamp, who is 6-4 and 285 pounds, has played
in 21 games.
The final two starters are not solidified yet, but two
freshmen have been running with the
first team.
Redshirt
freshman
Garrett
McCray at 6-4, 290 pounds has
stepped in as the starter at the strong
guard position.
But 6-6, 300-pound true freshman
John Wimberly has caught the eye of
coaches and is expected to start at the
quick tackle position. Beauchamp has
been looked upon to help prepare Lorenti
Wimberly.
"The big surprise has been John
Wimberly. We saw him in a camp last
summer, and he really impressed up
with his size and quickness," offensive
line coach Scott Fountain said.
"Winberly plays next to him
(Beauchamp) on the line, and
Beauchamp has done a good job
coaching him along. Beauchamp has
been to battle quite a bit, and he can Wimberly
help keep Wimberly on track."
If Wimberly is not able to handle the pressure as a
freshman, th~ only remaining players with experience on
the line are prepared to step in.
Junior Kurt Baumann and senior David Wilson were
first ·on the depth chart at the enp of spring at the strong
guard and quick tackle positions, respectively, and
Lounsberry knows they could do the job.
"In the quick tackle spot we have two guys who have
had partial experience," Lounsberry said. "Baumann and
Wilson are versatile and can play several positions. Other
than those two and the three. starters, none of the other
guys have ever suited for a game yet."

Freshmen Brian Huff and Taylor Robertson are
expected to backup at the strong tackle and quick guard
positions, respectively.
.
.Sophomore transfer Willie Comerford from Michigan
State will battle with McCray for the starting spot at
strong guard, but he has been set back by injuries thus far.
Chance Hutto is the backup center.
Fountain was concerned earlier this year about the
line, but he is pleased with the strides that have been
made.
·
,"At the end of spring I was really concerned about a
lot of areas," Fountain said. "Our offense finally looks
like theyire coming together, and wefve really been.doing
some good things. Wei've really cut back on missed
assignments, and sacks were really bad in the spring but
weive improved on that area."
But UCF must continue to improve quickly with the
murderous schedule they face in September. Purdue,
Florida, Georgia Tech, and Georgia are all in the pre-season Top 25, and while their offenses get afl the publicity
their defenses are capable of shutting down the best
offenses in the country.
Fountain knows the importance of developing quickly.
"I think going in to this year, Purdue is gonna have
younger (defensive) ends but theyfre gonna be good. Then
itis gonna get better the next week with Florida, then the
next week with Georgia Tech, and then with Georgia,"
Fountain said. "We canit get in there with 80,000 fans and
lose concentration."
Lounsberry echoes the same feelings, but knows the
line is up to the challenge.
"I think we have some talent, but itfs young and
theyfre gonna have to rise to the occasion," Lounsberry
said. "Theyfre playing hard and theyfre tough guys.
Theyfve been working hard, but hopefully they can learn
fast because theyfre gonna have to in order to compete
against the people wefre playing."
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TIME IS RUNNIN6 OUT ...

Wideout receivers
deep, talented
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

"

•

Entering the 1999-2000 college football season, UCF is faced
with many question marks on the offensive side of the ball. The
Golden Knights ,lost seven starters on offense to graduation, leaving
holes to fill at a number of positions.
While the battle for the starting quarterback job has been the
most intriguing part of this fall's practices, the quest to fill the holes
of Siaha Burley -and Mark Nonsant at the wide receiver position is
f'OR YOU TO RESERVE YOUR /\P/\RTMENT /'\T
experiencing similar competition. Of Daunte Culpepper's 296 completions last season, 153 of them were caught by either Burley or
Nonsant. With the graduation of both of those record breaking
receivers, a new crop of wideouts has to step up
this year to make the job of the new quarterback
a little easier.
The group of receivers looking to make an
impac~ for the Knights this year is led by junior
team captain Kenny Clark, who caught 40 passes Bring
last year, and senior Charles Lee, ~ho caught 46
this ad In
passes in 1998. Clark, who is the first junior to be
f'or $100
elected a captain at UCF, has taken on much
of'f'your
added responsibility for the team this year,
seeurffy
including his own personal quest to become the •Lei...e...-1....deposit!!
strongest collegiate wide receiver in the country.
"Kenny Clark has definitely grown up, thariks to the help of
Daunte Culpepper, helping him mature and being patient with himself," said wide receivers coach Sean Beckton, a former UCF receivC/\LL <407>'.JBZ-4114 f'OR MORE INf'ORM/\T ON.
er himself. "He's [Clark] one of our ·team leaders, he picks up the
OPEN ··7 D/\VS I\ WEEK f'OR YOUR.CONVENIENCE.
offense, he picks the defense, and he picks up the entire team."
Limit one coupon per person
Clark, along with Lee, will most likely be making the start on
September 4 against Purdue. Those who know UCF football , how------------'-'---------~------------------i ever, know that more than two receivers will be used in predominate
roles this season. Names like Tyson Hinshaw, Tavirus Davis, and
Britt McGriff will soon become familiar to Knight fans. this year.
"I think as whole, the group we have now has a lot more potenApplebee's
itk live logo
tial [than last year's group]," said Coach Beckton. "Its tough to
logo her
replace those guys [Burley and Nonsant], but we have five guys that
here
can do it, and we think we're going to be in pretty good shape there."
Both Hinshaw and and McGriff had strong spring practices, and
Students its vour
Hinshaw has been playing with the first team offense this fall, while
chance to Mee+
McGriff has been nursing a hamstring strain. Other receivers who
have been injured during fall practice include Charles Lee, with a
Coach Kruczek
contusion in his leg, and Tavirus Davis, with a tight hamstring.
Kenny Clark has also been banged up, but nothing serious enough to
keep him out of practice.
"We need those guys to be ready on September 4th," Beckton
emphasized.
Lee and Davis returned to practice this past Saturday to take part
in a team scrimmage, and both were impressive. Lee had 8 catches
for 99 yards and made one touchdown reception. Davis caught 7
balls for 59 yards. Kenny Clark also contributed with 3 catches for
49 yards. In a scrimmage earlier in the week, Clark caught six passes for 135 yards and 2 TD's, while Tyson Hinshaw contributed with
four catches for 20 yards.
No matter who the quarterback is on September 4, this year's
group of receivers needs to be ready to catch the ball.
"Looking at Purdue starting out the season, if our guys execute
; technically, we should be in great shape," said Beckton, "They need
I to be able to read and understand the defense to get themselves open,
I and I think those guys can do that."

JEFFERSON COMMONS

Our fullv furnished apartment communifV features:
•Controlled·Access Gates
•Resort Stvle Poof Plaza and Jacuzzi
•State of the Art Movie Theater
•Tanning Bed
•Reserved Carports (optional)
·And MORE!!!!!
.

Presents

Wff1w.ucffUture.cQm
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Defensive backs to face tests
early and often this season
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

Danny Crossman 's loss has been
Gene Chizik's gain.
At least that's how Chizik sees his
new position as coach of UCF's secondary.
Chizik, who is the Knights' defensive
coordinator, took over for Crossman once
he left to coach Georgia Tech 's defensive
backs.
"I've always coached a position,
whether it's Linebackers or secondary, so
the transition [from DC to secondary
coach] is nothing for me," Chizik said.
"I've done it for three or four years and I
enjoy the secondary."
Chizik has plenty of reasons to smile
when he looks at UCF's backfield. In it is
one preseason All-Independent teamer in
Jeff Fye and the Knights' returning tackler
from last season, Damian Demps. But,
within the secondary there are also some
questions.
Gone from last year's team are standouts Paul Miranda and Reginald Doster,
both of whom are currently playing in the
NFL. They combined for 123 tackles,
three sacks, two interceptions and one
touchdown. Rather than trying to replace
Miranda and Doster, Chizik expects everyone to contribute to the secondary's success.
"They're all going to have to play,
that's the bottom line," Chizik said.
"We've got to get them all ready and we're
going to play 80-90 downs a game, so
they've got to be ready."
In Fye and Demps, the Knights have
their starters set at both the weak corner
and free safety positions, respectively. At
strong safety and strong corner, the starters
will likely be a matter of who UCF faces
each week.
Davin Bush, a junior, is the strongest
returnee at strong corner, as he made 18
tackles in part-time duty and had one interception returned for a TD last year. Travis

Fisher, a junior college transfer, is expected to challenge Bush for the starting role
each week.
At strong safety, look for freshman
Asante Samuel to make an impact, Chizik
says. He has shown improvement throughout fall practice and is one of a few freshmen to make the varsity squad.
"We've got Samuel and Commer
Rucker looking to contribute as a freshman," Chizik said. "Some other guys who
have been a nice surprise have been
RicotJoseph and Elliot Shorter.
"Albert Snyder has really made a push
here at camp and
he's really convinced me he's got a
chance to play. So,
there's some really
good battles going
on and hopefully
they'll pick up for
the other guys who
graduated last year."
Whoever starts Fye
in UCF's defensive
backfield will have their work cut out for
them from last year's team. The Knights
allowed only 179 passing yards a game in
1998 and had two of the team's seven
interceptions.
In UCF's first four games against
Purdue, Florida, Georgia Tech and
Georgia, the teams combined for 87 passing touchdowns and 45 interceptions.
Chizik says UCF's depth will be needed
most against Reisman Trophy-caliber
qU"alterbacks like Purdue's Drew Brees,
UF's Doug Johnson, Georgia Tech's Joe
Hamilton and Georgia's Quincy Carter.
"That's why you've got to have depth
back there," Chizik said. "I have a good
idea of the ones who can play right now.
Now I've got to get a good idea of who I
think can play right now too.
"They've got to be able to prove it to
me that on Saturday they're going to be
accountable and can do the job."

UCF comfortable with

quarterback situation
FROM PAGE

28

no knock on Penn, junior Kelvin Robinson, or freshman Brian Miller. It's just that
Daunte Culpeppers' don't come along often.
"I'm going to take some of the pressure off the quarterback with a little bit more
running and play action," Kruczek reveals. "Daunte had the ball in his hands a lot, so
we didn't run a lot of play fakes, but with him gone, it's· now on others' shoulders to
pick up the offense. You have to find guys to plug into your system, and I think I have
a guy (Penn) that can be just like (Purdue quarterback) Drew Brees."
Brees became one of the nation's top passers last season in a situation where the
concerns over who would play quarterback were much like those UCF faces this year.
The important thing is that players and coaches believe in the quarterback corps.
"I'm very comfortable with our quarterback situation," junior receiver Kenny Clark
said. "Everybody was stuck on Daunte, and I don't blame them, but Vic Penn has biggame ability and experience, Kelvin is solid and knows the offense, and Mil1er is going
to be great. We're in good shape."
Kruczek is confident Penn is the guy, but at the same time, having Robinson around
is reassuring.
"If Vic is inconsistent it's just like a starting pitcher, you have to relieve somebody,"
Kruczek said. "l wasn't going to relieve Culpepper, but the situation is different here.
"Mind you I'd like one guy, I don't want to be rotating all day. I've been through
that in my life and its not fun. I'm also not (Florida football coach Steve) Spurrier who
is going to run a guy on and run a guy off. I don't believe in that. But its like the cliche,
he's just one snap from being in the ballgame."
Robinson was originally expected to be Culpepper's successor, but things changed
when Penn came aboard. Robinson is a tremendous athlete who has a great arm, but
Penn won the job, an obvious disappointment for Robinson.
"Kelvin talked to me after the first scrimmage and I'm always going to be honest
with a kid whether it hurts or not," Kruczek said. "He told me he would think and determine what he wants to do, but he came back for the rest of the week. so obviously he
understands where he falls. Overall, I've been pleased with his effort. He just needs to
be more consistent."
The third-string quarterback repre~ents UCF's future.
"Brian is a competitor and once he learns the offense is going to be awfully good.
He's farther ahead than any freshman I've ever had here except for Daunte (Culpepper),
and he's got more to think about scheme-wise than Daunte had."
Miller will travel with the team and affords Kruczek three competent quarterbacks
every time out.
.
However, a big plus is that if he doesn't play, he can be redshirted following the
season, saving a year of eligibility. Kruczek doesn't expect Miller to be overwhelmed
by the idea of making the traveling squad, as that was the least of Miller's expectations.
"He came down here to start. I don't know if its going to be a jolt or big thrill for
him to travel because he expected that," Kruczek said. "He came down here to compete
for the starting job because he thought it was open and it was. He's done very well, considering everything that's been thrown at him."
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university phonathon. Start work on Aug. 30th
•Good Pay (start at $5.50 per hour)
• Student friendly hours (9 18 hours per week)
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Three is no crowd for
UCF running attack

,.

JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER
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Dr. Thomas P. Trevisani
~

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
PLAS11C AND RECONSTRUCTlVE
SURGEONS. INC.
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629-4100

*Board Certified *Financing Available
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will ever set foot in an office like this. But tho..n, become a Marine OHicer. Invaluable rraining that could lead to
few people have what ir takes to be a Ma1ine Officer. Officer an exciting career in aviation. If you've got what it takes to be a
Candidates School (OCS) is the first step towards preparing you leader of /\tlorines, you could get an office wich a spectacular view.
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YOU MUST GO IN PERSON

In the early 1980s, the running game was handled by the trio of
Elgin Davis, Aaron Sam and Rob Ector. In the 90s, its has been the
duos of Willie English and Mark Giacone and
·Gerod Davis and Marquette Smith who have shouldered the
load.
As UCF prepares for its toughest season, the Knights are again
looking for safety in numbers when it comes to their running game.
The Knights boast one· of the most talented backfields in school history, some of whom could find themselves one day catching the
aforementioned UCF greats.
Gone from last year's backfield is Mike Grant, who led UCF's
running backs in yards gained (503). The attention shifts to a trio of
runne!s, Eddie Mack, Ornari Howard and junior
college transfer Terrance Williams, to lead
UCF's ground attack.
Last season, Mack and Howard combined for
634 yards on 115 carries and four touchdowns .
The addition of Williams, the JUCO Player of
the Year last season, is expected to take the
Knights rushing game to new levels. Already,
Williams has lived up to his hyped an-ival on
- - - - - - - - - campus, as he led all rushers in Saturday's
Williams
scrimmage with a nine carry, 66-yard performance, incltJding a 10-yard touchdown. Coach
Mike Kruczek has frequently stated that he's been the best tailback
UCF has had thus far.
Running backs coach Alan Gooch concurs, saying Williams has
taken the lead for th~ starting role against Purdue on Sept. 4, however, the starting race is still wide open.
"Today he did a good job, you can see the increase in his con. fidence in lining up in the passing game," Gooch said. "That's the
part the tailback has to work on and all week, he's been the lead guy
and right 'now is leading for that tailback.
"It's open and we've still got the Black aQ.d Gold game, that's
the final look."
While Williams has distanced himself as the early favorite to
start, don't count out Howalid or Mack. Mack excelled last year in a
two-back rotation with Grant and had several clutch performances.
He led the team rushing average last year (6.2 yards per carry) and
has performed well during practice.
Howard, a sophomore, is expected to improve on his promising
start from ayear ago. He gained 58 yards on 13 carries in UCF's
opener last year against Louisiana Tech, scoring the first touchdown
of the season, but sustatined a season-ending neck injury five games
in. He has rebounded well and has returned to his fearless and punishing style of running.
So, do the excess of quality backs leave Gooch with too many
options?
"I think each one of those guys has the ability [to reach 1,000
yards] if we give them the football and the opportunity," Gooch
said. "Whether we do that or not depends on how the game goes, but
each one of them is a potential 1,000-yard rusher for this team."
The starting tailback role could change each week or remain
consistent throughout the season, Gooch said.
"In the past we had English and Giaccone and Davis and Smith,
so we've been able to roll backs there into a two back and sometimes even a three-back set," he said. "It's something we're not
afraid to do, it's nice to get one back warm.
"They'll keep rolling in, whoever's hot and whoever is keeping
that consistent levei of play will keep that postiGn. If not, then if the
next guy is looking good, we're going to give him the footba11."
The almost certain uncertainty in the Knights' backfield bas
given the trio equal opportunity to play and has also sparked competition among the backs·, Mack said
"The competition is pretty intense. We've got four or five guys
that can get in there," Mack said. "Sometimes you get into competitive situations, there's grudges and people act a certain way, but we
motivate each other. Whoever is out there, we support each other.
''It gives the defense a different look and it opens the door for
everybody and they have to respect us. It will make us better
because no one will be complacent."
An increased role is also expected from UCF's fullbacks, who
may see some time in the Knights' two-back formations. Senior
Page Sessoms leads the Knights' fullbacks followed by second-team
fullback Dwight Collins and third-string freshman Sean Gaudion.
Gooch has been impressed by the fullbacks success in fall practice and wants to see the backs grow out of thei~ normal pass blocking role.
"I think Coach Kruczek is able to see we 're moving the ball
very well in a two-back offense. Obviously we want to work the
other set. but we're able to move the ball. we·ve got three fullbacks
that are very good with the bal1 in their hands as well as blocking.
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Student Government Senate Allocations

Linebackers
hope to plug
holes in lineup

111199 to 6130/99

Bill#

Purpose

Amount

REPAIR & MAINIENANCE ROTC CA
OAF FUNDING BROCHURES
FUNDING BROCHURES

$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$100.00

Senate Working Fund
OAF3 l-O.l ARMY ROTC
OAF3 l-02 SENA1E
OAF3 l-03 SENA1E

Total

Senate Working Fund

$2,100.00

C & 0 - Office Supplies
30-92A
30-93A
30-94A
31-0 lA
3 l-02A
31-03A
3l-04A
3l-05A
31-06A
31-07A
31-08A
31-09A
31-lOA
31-llA
31-12A
31-13A
31-14A
31-15A
31-16A
31-17A
J l-18A
31-19A
31-22

TRAVIS BELL
STA FF WRITER

Bill DfOttavio was hired to oversee UCF's linebacking corps,
but found a couple of pieces missing upon his arrival.
Mainly, Mike Palmer and Deon Porter, UCF's defensive captain
and its vocal l~ader, who took 133 tackles with them when they graduated.
D'Ottavio's task is to try to help shut down fourTop-25 teams in
the first four games of the season, and despite the
losses, he feels pretty confident about what he has
to work with.
"You can never replace experience and having
been there, and thatfs what you lose when you
lose a Palmer and a Porter," DfOttavio said.
"I think we have some good talented guys who
donft have that experience and itis gonna take
them some time. But you try and practice to put
them in those types of situations."
Devin·e
Seyen linebackers on this yearfs squad saw action
last year, led by senior Deaubrey Devine.
Devine has played in 16 games during the previous two seasons,
but injuries have slowed him significantly.
He missed two starts last year, and a shoulder injury kept him out
of four games in 1997. He has struggled to play consistently, but
there is no questioning his ability, exemplified by his 22-tackle performance against Nebraska in 1997.
DfOttavio expects him to fill the leadership void left by Palmer
and Porter.
"Reis not a particularly vocal type of kid, so you hope his play
will speak for him," DfOttavio said. "Refs been there (in game situations) and he;s had some good games in the past.
"For him itfs been a matter of consistency, so you hope in his
final season he can string together a week to week high level of performance. We have high expectations for him, thatfs for sure."
Devine will start in the middle for the Knights. Who flanks him
as replacements for Palmer and Porter has yet to be determined, but
it is not due to a lack of talent.
Three players are battling for the starting job at drop linebacker,
and two are vying for the starting role at the will position. Backing
up Devine are seniors Chris Gunn and Barnell Kelly.
Senior Edwin Ferguson has been working with the first team at
the drop backer spot, but sophomore Tito Rodriguez is right behfnd
him. Senior Mike Spencer is the third player in the hunt.
Rodriguez saw the most action last year, recording 23 tackles ·as
a redshirt freshman.
Fergoson, who transferred from Georgia Tech, tallied seven
tackles in his first season at UCF last year, while Spencer has recorded 21 tackles over the past three years.
"You never get through a season with just the three starters,"
DfOttavio said. "Itfs a collision position and the physicalness of the
game takes its toll.
"So weire gonna need a corps of guys to step up and get the job
done. So far live been very pleased with the progress weive made in
camp."
The other starting spot is a competition bet~een junior Willie
Davis and sophomore Tony Hardman. Davis played sparingly during
his first two seasons and recorded nine tackles. Hardman played a lot
on special teams last year, but started three games, finishing with 20
tackles.
"I like my group of guys because they work hard and theyfre
good kids," DfOttavio said. "Theyfre fun to coach and theyire easy to
coach because they want to be good.
"They have a lot pride in themselves and in this program. They
understand the task at hand and that makes them a good group."
That task is a daunting one because the first four teams are not
only Top 25 teams, but all have explosive offenses with reputations
of lighting up scoreboards.
Along with the front four, the linebackers are a key component
in the defensive scheme to try to stop these explosive offenses.
DiOttavio hopes they understand their.role and can stay within it.
"The whole key is a level of production good enough to win,"
DfOttavio said. "When you play defense it takes 11 guys and everyoneis got to do their role, get their job done, and rally together as a
group.
"All we can ask for from the linebackers is to be the best they
can be, do their job, and execute their assignments."

Organization Name

BUS. ADM. COLLEGE COUNCIL
EDUC. COLLEGE COUNCIL
ENGINEERING COLLEGE COUNCIL
ARMY ROTC
ST CHAPTER OF TIIE HUMAN FACTORS & ERGONOMIC
TAU BETA PI
UCF TRIAL TEAM
SOCIAL WORK ST ASSN
ST COUNCIL FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL ClilLDREN
ASSN CHILDHOOD EDUCATION INT'L
UCF DIVE CLUB
JAPANESE ANIMATION CLUB OF ORLANDO
EARLY CIDLDHOOD
PHI ALPHA THETA
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES
PI SIGMA ALPHA
POTTERS' GUILD
HARMONY GILLETI
ENGINEERING COORDINATOR
AM CHEMICAL SOC STUDENT AFFILIATE
FILIPINO ST ASSN
SANGAM-INDIAN STUDENTS ASSN
SG

OFFICE SUPPLIES
GEN. OFFICE SUPPLJES
GEN. OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLJES
OFFICE SUPPLJES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLJES
OFFICE SUPPLJES
OFFICE SUPPLJES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFF. SUPPLIES & COPY CARD
SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLJES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLJES
ADVERTISE, OFF. SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLJES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLJES
OFFICE SUPPLJES
SUPPLIES
BGTFR $14,000 TO TRAV. ACCT.

Total

C & 0 - Office Supplies

$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$73.44
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$100.00
$150.00
$51.55
$150.00
$0.00
SJ,074.99

C & 0 - Office Supplies
AOO l
A002
A003
A004
A005

AM SOC OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
LEAD SCHOLARS ASSN
MUSLIM STUDENT'S ASSN
ST ALUMNI ASSN
TAU BETA PI

A006
A007
A008
A009

CREW CLUB
AM SOC OF QUALITY
INSTITIITE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
BUS. ADM. COLLEGE COUNCIL

·I
I
l

OFFICE SUPPLIES & ADS
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES & COPJES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

Total

C & 0 - Office Supplies

$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$105.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$1,305.00

C & 0-Travel
RODI
R002
R003
R004
R005
R006
R007
ROOS
R009
ROlO
ROii
R012
R013

ARMY ROTC
CARIBBEAN ST ASSN
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
CREW CLUB
FLORIDA ENGINEERING SOCJETY
INSTITIITE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
MUSLIM STUDENT'S ASSN
ST ALUMNI ASSN
TAU BETA PI
UCF OFF1tIAL 1S ASSN
IEEE (INSTITIITE FOR ELEC.& ELECTRONIC ENGIN.)
ST ENTREPRENEUR SOC
IEEECO:MPUTERSOCJETY

WASHINGTON D.C. ENTRY FEE
FCSA CONFERENCES
REGISTRATION, AIRFARES, HOTEL
1999 REGATTA
WEST PALM BCH ANNUAL MEETING
CONF. IN ATLANTA, GA
36TII ANNUAL ISNA/MSA CONV.
1999 SAA/SF INT'L NETWORK CONY.
26TII INT'L CONF., LA, CALI
REGISTRATIONS, HOTEL, MILEAGE
ACM/IEEE '99 SIGGRAPH CONF.
AC!\:1fIEEE '99 SIGGRAPH CONF.
ACM/IEEE '99 SIGGRAPH CONF.

Total

$f50.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$990.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$600.00
$985.00
$984.00
$945.00

C & 0 - Travel

$11,654.00

REGISTRATION/TRAVEIJLODGING
REGISTRATION/TRAVEL/LODGING
RE-ALL. OF 30-102R FOR TRAVEL
REGISTRATIONrrRAVEL/LODGING
TRAVEL AND LODGING
REGISTRATION & LODGING
TRAVEL
HOTEL & MILEAGE
REG./HOTEI..II'RAVEL ·
REGISTRATION & TRAVEL
VAN/DIVESrfANK RENTAL
REGISTRATION & LODGING
REGISTRATION & TRAVEL

$1,000.00
$950.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00

C & 0-Travel
30-11 lR
30-112R
30-l l 3R
30-l 14R
30-115R
30-116R
31-00lR
31-002R
31-003R
31-004R
31-005R
31-02
31-03
31-04
31-05
31-06
31-07

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
CHI ALPHA .
CYPRESS CHRISTIAN LIFE
IEEE ROBOTICS SOCIETY
PI SIGMA ALPHA
LEAD SCHOLARS ASSN
AM SOC FOR MICROBIOLOGY
UCFTRIAL TEAM
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL ST UNION
UCF DIVE CLUB
ROLLER HOCKEY CLUB
NAT'L SOC OF BLACK ENGINEERS
UNITED NATIONS ASSN-UCF
WATER POLO CLUB
INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL NAT'L CHAMPIONSHIP
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

31-11
31-13
31-14
31-15
31-16
31-17
31-18
31-19
31-20
31-23

ARNOLD AIR SOC
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
ASSN CHILDHOOD EDUCATION INT'L
EARLY CIDLDHOOD
ALPHA PSI OMEGA
MARIA LORNA A. KUNNATII
PI SIGMA ALPHA
ST COUNCIL FOR TIIE EXCEPTIONAL CIDLDREN
SOC OF IDSPANIC PROF ENGINEERS
UNIIBD NATIONS ASSN-UCF

TRAVEL
WAS RE-ALLOCATED AS 30-lOlR
REG.!fRAVEL/LODGING
REGISTRATION & TRAVEL
NATCON APRIL
12TII ANNUAL CONFERENCE
NAT'L CONFERENCE
NAT'L CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE
NAT'L CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE
NTCC CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE

Total

C & 0 - Travel

Funded by Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association.

$714.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$980.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$3,300.00
$3,000.00
$1,200.00
$1,000.00
$6,600.00
$3,600.00
$3,606.00
$1,250.00
$6,160.00
$4,200.00
$3,752.00
$1,360.00
$2,360.00
$3,772.00
$5,925.00
$3,055.00
$64,784.00
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Healing is top priority for defensive line
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

Entering &ummer workouts, UCF's defensive line
was one of the few areas of the team that did not have
many concerns.
All the starters and reserves returned injury free and
ready to go.
Unfortunately, the run of good health has ended.
"Right now we're n0t very deep. We're hurting pi·etty bad," defensive line coach Andy Cox said. "Jeff
Mauldin has a knee problem, Justen (Moore) has a shoulder problem, Josh McKibben has a hamstring problem.
"I haven't had a guy miss a game in 33 games (3
years) that I've been here and we've got guys out right
now that I'm really worried about."
One of those guys, senior Justen Moore, returns for
his fourth season as a starter at defensive tackle. Moore
earned UCF's Outstanding Defensive Lineman award last
season, leading the team in sacks (8), and tackles for loss
(12).
Unfortunately, a recurring shoulder injury sidelined
him from last spring's Black and Gold game and prevented him from lifting or doing much conditioning during the
offseason. Still, Cox knows he can count on Moore when
the season begins.
"Everybody makes fun of Justen because he doesn't
look like much and he doesn't work hard, but he's been
around a while and he just makes plays," Cox says, halfjokingly. "He's a football player. He's an All-American,
and no one can take that away from him." ·
Moore will be backed up by senior Scott Dedelow to
give the Golden Knights a veteran tandem at nose guard,
while junior Jeff Mauldin and sophomore Josh McKibben
will line up at strong tackle.
Cox said freshman Jake McKibben, Josh's brother,
will probably be used as the change-up guy. Jake
McKibben came to camp as a preferred walk-on and
impressed from the start of camp, most recently recording
four sacks in UCF's third scrimmage of the summer.
"Jake McKibben really came on after being out for a
while," Cox said. "He's probably going to travel, and he
might play some in the games, which I'd hate to do
because I'd like to redshirt him if I can, but we've just got
to get them healthy. We have two weeks."
That's pretty much the deadline for this veteran line
to get healthy. One of the players attempting to meet that
deadline is senior defensive end Marv Richardson, who
had surgery to remove a mass behind his left eye.
Although doctors don't see that sudden of a return being

possible, Richardson is aiming to be on the field Sept. 4.
"Whatever that takes, I'll do, whenever I can get back
to the field, whatever it tcikes to be a team player, I'll do,"
Richardson said. "The layoff has been frustrating, but it
really has given me a light on just how much I appreciate
the sport that God gave me the ability to play, so when I
get back out there I'm just going to rant and rave and have '
fun."
He'll have some younger players to rant and rave
with, but a familiar face will still line up opposite him.
Fred Harley, a junior who has started from the day he
walked on campus, is UCF's most vocal defensive player,
and has managed to stayw relatively healthy thus far this
summer, although he missed the latest scrimmage with
neck problems. Also expected to contibute is senior
Raheem Pontiflet, who had two sacks and ten tackles in
limited action in 1998, but has shown flashes of brilliance
in practice and will be counted on heavily this year.
Sophomore Mike Hulsman will also be in the rotation, while freshman Don Page is expected to make an
immediate impact. Page originally committed to Auburn,
but didn't qualify and decided to transfer when Terry
Bowden resigned. His play this spring has been exceptional.
In fact, the future looks incredibly bright if the play
of redshirt freshman Thomas Andrews and true freshman
Elton Patterson, Brett Bolar, and Ryan Huffman is any
indication. Throw in the McKibben brothers and UCF is
FUTURE FILE PHOTO
loaded for the next three seasons.
Senior defensive lineman Justen Moore has gained many acco·
"I think the young guys are tremendously talented.
lades during his four seasons at UCF, and is a sound anchor for
Once they understand scheme and fit and getting off the
a veteran line.
ball they're going to be awfully good," Coach Mike
Cox expects his veterans to step up to the challenge
Kruczek predicts. "They're really good on twisting and
turning with great quickness .in the pass rush, they could of September, as the line attempts to pressure four condo that.
secutive Reisman Trophy candidates- quarterbacks Drew
"You're talking about (Don) Page, and (Elton) Brees (Purdue), Doug Johnson (Florida), Joe Hamilton
Patterson, and (Brett) Bolar, Thomas Andrews .. we've got (Georgia Tech), and Quincy Carter (Georgia).
a great foundation over there, and of course Josh and Jake
"We've got to play perfect the first four games for it
McKibben. We've got a lot of depth. That side of the ball to even be close and people don't realize that," Cox said.
is going to be very solid."
"We're so out-manned. We lost more than just Daunte, we
It doesn't hurt that guys like Moore, Richardson, and lost a lot of good football players, but we just need our
Harley are around to make sure.the young players get off guys to play hard, and I think they will.
"There's a good chance we could play 100 plays on
on the right foot.
"The defensive line has good leadership because we defense against one of those first four and you can play 95
have a lot of old guys who' know how to work real hard," of them perfect and give up 35 points on the other five, so
Cox said. "We've had a good camp. We just need to get that's not too good, but if you look at our schedule, I'd
healthy. It all hit us at once. After being healthy as hell for rather have it (the tough slate) early like it is, because if
three years, now all of a sudden, boom here it comes. But we get to October having pulled one or two upsets off and
we have to play on September 4, so we'll get some guys being healthy we'll respond to play. I've got good kids
that work hard. That's all I can ask for.
ready to go."
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Fitzgerald prepares to return UCF
volleyball back to prominence
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

In the time since UCF's last TAAC volleyball title in
1997, the Knights have gone through two coaches, saw their
TAAC win streak snapped and failed to win the TAAC title
for the first time in school history.
Now, coach Meg Fitzgerald hopes to help the Knights
regain their status, one goal at a time.
If anyone knows what it takes to succeed in volleyball,
it's Fitzgerald.
As a player at the University of Florida, Fitzgerald
played in two Final Fours and was an All-SEC standout. She
still uses the techniques she learned as a standout at UF and
hopes to pass them along to her new school, in her new position.
"I got to watch and play with some of the best players
in the country," Fitzgerald said.
"That to me is when envision when I'm breaking down
a skill, I break down the skills of those players and I teach it
from that. They get what I experienced, they just probably
don't know."
, Fitzgerald coached at Rollins last season, before becoming UCF's coach in January, replacing Miriam Ochoa.
: She inherits a team with only two players, seniors
Stephanie Noiseux and _Lisa Liljenquist, who played on
UCF's last 'fAAC title t~.
"We're a really young team. Outside of Lisa and
Stephanie, .we're mostly sophomores and freshman,"
Fitzgerald said. "We look to our seniors to take us to where
we've been.i;'
Where· the team has been includes a 65-game TAAC
win streak •that was snapped last season against Florida
Atlantic. U<;F has als.o·been the annual favorite to win the
TAAC title the last few seasons. This year it finds itself third
•

~

c •

• \.

-

in the preseason Coaches poll.
The team's win streak, which began in 1992, was a
source of pride and team unity over the last seven seasons.
While Fitzgerald is anxious to start a new win streak for the
team, she has other goals in mind.
"This year, we 're sort of in an underdog situation. We 're
fighting to get our way back up there and I think we're in a
pretty good situation this year," Fitzgerald said. "The streak
is a big number and it'll be a definite challenge for us. There
are some good teams in this conference that we're going to
have to battle for it.
"The streak is not my mumber one priority. Our goal is
to win the TAAC but if we don't get it, it won't be a terrible
season."
Fitzgerald must also replace departed setter Amanda
Fielding, who the Knights lost to graduation.
Fielding was an All-TAAC First Team member in 1997,
playing a huge role in UCF's victory against Clemson in the
1997 NCAA Tournament.
·The Knights also have holes to fill at the middle blocker and defensive specialist positions as seniors Dawn
Hoffman and Anabel Marcos have graduated. Sophomore
Piper Morgan will be looked upon to head up the blocking,
but not much else is known . .
"I couldn't give you a starting six right now if I had to,"
Fitzgerald said. "I expect the players to challenge for starting
positions. We've definitely taken strides and movement as a
team and as individuals. This is a young team and the learning curve is huge."
Becca Mookiesticks and Mi~helle Payton, a defensive
specialist, are expected to fill Fielding 's former post.
The Knights' schedule includes games against LSU,
Montana, Tulane, St. John's, Rice and USE
Home games' include McNeese State, UNC-Asheville
and B_CC, with UCF's TAAC opener at home against FAU.

UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

Sophomore Piper Morgan's height will be a key attribute for the
Golden Knights as they attempt to return to the top of the TAAC.

.

Kicking game yet to.
find solid footing
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

In 1998, one of UCFs few
weaknesses on offense was the
kicking game.
Golden Knight kickers Fred
Waczewski and Chad Downey
hit only nine of 18 field goal
attempts, and didn't make a
field goal longer than 39 yards.
They also missed a combined
seven extra point attempts.
Though, there are a lot
more questions this year on the
offensive side of the ball, the
kicking game remains one of
them, and in fact, has become
that much more important.
Sophomore
Javier
Beorlegui and freshman Gabe
Leavitt are competing for the
place-kicking duties.
Beorlegui is UCF's punter
and did the kicking off for the
Knights last year, but did not
attempt a field goal or extra
point.
Ideally, the situation will
stay that way, as long as Leavitt
can handle the place-kicking.
Leavitt, an All-American at
Jacksonville-Mandarin High
School last year, has proven he
can handle pressure.
In the North-South Shrine
Game, a high school all-star
game, Leavitt kicked a 48 yard
field goal as time expired to lead
the North to a 22-21 victory.
And though Leavitt comes
in with gaudy credentials, high

school
accomplishments don't
equal a .
collegiate
starting job.
Leavitt
has
been
shaky thus
far, and at Leavitt
this point in
fall practices, special teams
coach Matt Rock has yet to
name his starter.
"Right, now, my main concern is that we're just not anywhere near where we need to.be
for the ball game in two weeks
with extra points and field
goals," said Rock.
"We've got two guys out
here [Beorlegui and Leavitt]
who are y;orking on it, but neither of them has been consistent. We '11 just have to keep
working hard and see who
comes to the forefront, and
that's the direction we'll go."
Rock said that Beorlegui
will continue to be the punt and
kick off for the Knights, as his
game experience at those positions dictate he can handle those
responsibilities.
Beorlegui punted 11 times
last season for an average of
39.2 yards per punt, and also
kicked off 22 times.
"That kind of experience is
invaluable," said Rock. "We're
making good. progress with the
punting and the kickoffs."

Thursday, August 26
7 :00 pm

Baseball Thursday: Cincinnati
Reds® Montreal Expos (Live)

Saturday, August 2 8
11 :00 am The New Knights: A Look c:it
the New Faces and Players
M :30 am The Mike Kruczek Show:
Preseason Special

Tuesday, August 31
4: 30 pm The Garden Rebel
10:00 pm Sunshine Network Live!
Fall Premiere

Want to talk Knight Sports?
Click on the Message Board
at sunshinenetwork.com
*Schedule subject to change
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Work on the UCF Campus

with Sodexho Marriott Services!

•
•

Link up with one of the top 50 employers in the US. At UCF we offer food services in the Fast Break, Great Escapes and
University Dining Room locations, in addition to on-campus catering services.
•

II

•

•
•

Customer satisfaction is our business. To support this, we seek a diverse group of people with experience at all levels, who will
share our determination and devotion to quality. Knowledge of our business is valuable, but we also look for individuals with
effective interpersonal skills who like contact with their customers and peers. Currently available on-campus positions include:
Baker
Cashier
Food Prep

Salad Worker
Student Manager
Clerical

Stock Worker
Supervisor
Wait Staff

Our wages (above average) and benefits (growth opportunities, student-friendly flexible scheduling, free shift meals, Marriott
hotel discounts and more) _are very competitive, and you won't have to wait until you graduate to participate in our mutual
progress.

r------~~-~~? r~-u~~-~a~:------~ r--------------~
Wednesday Special

I

I
Dine for Less at Sub Connection 1

I

t

Banquet Support
Cook
Food Service

I

• 6" Sub
• Large Chips
• 20 oz. Drink
Only$3~59

I
{~ · ~~ · ·-~ t
1
I

10:30am - 5:30pm
expires 10/11/99

:

Enter to Win Two Tickets
to Disney World;
Courtesy of Great Escapes

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Tuesday Speciai

LIGHTEN UP! at Chick-fit-A

I

------------------------------------ ·1 I
Name: - - - - - - - Address:

I

Phone:

:-

Drawing held on 11/29199

I

c,~:---:

I 50¢ OFF when you purchase

I • Grilled Chicken Sandwich

~

:~e%~~~~=1ad

:

~~k

expires 10/11 /99

~--------------~ ~--------------~ ~--------------~
•

Please visit us at the University Dining Room (Student Resource Center) for all-you-care-to eat meals
throughout the week. We mix and match concepts in this facility throughout the day, and always provide you
with value and good food! The following illustrates the types of stations you'd see over a lunch or dinner.

The Firehouse Grill: features your favorite grilled sandwich selections. We offer a changing selection of your favorites

It

like hamburgers, grilled chicken, grilled cheese, garde_nburgers on a regular, rotating basis.
Counter Productions: our deli concept, features premium meats and a variety of fresh breads. Build a sandwich to
your exact specifications every time!
Theme Cuisine: One of our chefs will individually prepare your entree. This station provides a changing variety of cook
to order foods, including fajitas, pasta specialties, Asian cuisine, and sizzling salads. A feast for the eyes as well as the taste
buds.
Fresh Inspirations: We serve soups, as well as our popular salad bar with fresh greens and veggies. .
Three Squares: Either pizza or our traditional entree station, serving hot, fresh traditional meals using our time-tested
student favorites. Choose from a selection of hot, daily vegetables and you've got a homestyle meal on campus.
Tastechangersi Build your own meals at in.novadve food bars.
Oh yeah, we have cakes and other dessertr, and all of your f3vorlte beverages, tool

More Details:
Continental Breakfast
Homestyle Breakfast
Brunch
Lwich
Dinner
Late Night

•

•

$3.50
$3.50
$5.50
$4.50
$5.50
$4.50

Mon-Fri
Mon-Fri
Sat & Sun·
Mon-Fri
Mon-Sun
Mon-Thurs

7am-9:30am
9:30am-10:30am
11:00am-1:30pm
11 :OOam - 2pm
5pm- 7:15pm
10:30pm - Midnight

Prorated Meal Plans now on sale at our Student Resource Center Office.
Find out.how to eat for under $3.99 a meal, when you purchase a meal plan.

www.UCFfuture.com
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Culpepper's successor 'Penn' -ciled in.
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

Vic Penn knows its never easy to follow a legend.
That's one of the reasons he turned down numerous Big 12
schools to come to Central Florida.
That's right, Penn welcomed the challenge of being
known as the quarterback who followed Daunte Culpepper.
"Confidence is the main part of playing quarterback,"
Penn said. "I'm from Miami, so UCF was close to home.
The receivers, the schedule, Daunte Culpepper. This is the
perfect situation for me, so I came.
"The fact that there was so many of us competing for
the job was positive. Everybody 's game steps up because of
the competition. They work hard and try to do the right
things."
Kruczek never named Penn his starter officially, but by
placing him with the first team on the second day of two-adays, it didn't take a genius to figure out which way be was
leaning.
"I kind of made up my mind a long time ago he was
the guy," Kruczek said. "He's been running with the l's for
quite some time now and I think they have a lot of confidence in him.
"Objectively, I wanted to get him as many reps as possible and that's why I put him there. ·He's still has a lot of
improvement to make but right now he's number one."
Penn earned Freshman All-SEC honors as a redshift
freshman at South Carolina in 1997, faring positjvely
against the likes of Tennessee, Florida, and Clemson. The
experience of dealing with the pressure of facing those
powers should come in handy this year when unfair comparisons to Culpepper rear their head.

"People just want to see who's going to here'. Everything he's accomplished in his career has been
replace the legend who played here the a success. He knows quarterbacks."
last four years," Kruczek said. "I don't
Kruczek's extensive experience at quarterback make
think he's going to be burdened down · him an invaluable mentor to all his signal callers.
by having a big responsibility. It's just
"I've been through what they're going through, I
consistency, you have to execute your understand when you've been pounded and pressured all
job, that's what you're here for, · day, you're attention is going to be on the front line rather
whether its handing off, or throwing an than where it needs to be," Kruczek said.
"He (Penn) just has to have a lot of confidence in those
out.
Penn
"Quarterbacks have more responsibili- five guys in front of him, picking up things. If you don't
ty than anybody else, but he bas some have that, and I've been there, you start looking at things
weapons, and a lot of them like (Tavirus) Davis and you shouldn't be looking at. You start feeling things that
(Charles) Lee are getting healthy now. He's still young and aren't there."
he just needs to get the reps to understand what we're
"So there are bad habits that I can spot from experidoing."
ence, so I guess its a benefit. I don't want to go into all the
Penn impressed during this summer's timing and test- details, but yeah, I guess it is a benefit."
ing by running a 4.6 40-yard dash, a good speed for a tailAnother benefit of Kruczek 's expertise lies in the type
back, a great one for a quarterback: The speed should help of offense he runs. Culpepper set an NCAA record for completion percentage last season, and it wasn't just because of
Perni when things break down in the pocket.
"I think I can make things happen if something breaks his considerable talent, but also a direct result of the
down. I know I can· scramble, and I can stand in the pock- offense.
et an take the hit. I'm accurate under pressure. I've
"He likes completions. He wants to move the ball.
improved since South Carolina."
We're not going to throw the ball downfield very much, but
Penn spent last season at Garden City Community we'll take our shots here and there," said Penn, who spends
College in Kansas, ccmpleting 60 percent of his passes for a lot of time· in the film room studying tape in order to
2,010 yards and 15 touchdowns. He was a Blue Chip familiarize himself with the offense. "It's mostly a conIllustrated Top- I 0 prosp~ct in the Southeast out _of Miami trolled passing game though, an NFL type offense, and it's
going to be a lot of fun to run."
Senior High School.
Granted, UCF's offense does change because the quarWhen word got to Kruczek that Penn was looking to
transfer he placed a call to make sure the Golden Knights terback no longer wears the number eight, but that's
were an option. .
"I had a lot of respect for Coach Kruczek. It was an
UCF,Page 22
honor for him to call me and say 'we'd like for you to come

,.

Women's ·soccer looks
to defend TAAC title
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

Senior midfielder Wendy Wiltsey and her UCF teammates hope to dribble their way to another
conferenee championship.

Rodney Dangerfield made a eareeI 00.
his complaint that "I don't get mnespect."
The UCF Women's Soccer Team is ~g
out how he· feels. Despite winning {oUr of
the last five TAAC Championship~; the preseason TAAC poll has Jacksonville
University ranked in the top spot, followed
by UCF, Georgia State, Mercer University,
and Jacksonville State.
The fall from the top of the rankings for
UCF is due in large part to graduation, to
which the Knights lost goalkeeper Alyssa
O'Brien and forward Danya Harris, both
All-Southeast Region. selectees and fourtirne All-TAAC honorees.
UCF also begins their 1999 campaign
- with a new coach. Karen Richte~ wh,o spent
six years as the Knights head coach after a
distinguished playing career, left _in April to
fill the vacant coaching job at Auburn
University.
Replacing her is former
University of Maryland-Baltimore County
coach Amanda Cromwell.
Cromwell, who bas been a member of
the U.S. National Team since 1991, was surprised at the job opening.
"I really didn't think UCF would be an
option because Richter had been there so
long. It was a little bit of a surprise," said
Cromwell.
Cromwell has already brought another
high profile name to UCF by bringing in
World Cup hero and former UCF player
Michelle Akers as a part-time assistant
coach.
Key returning players for the Knights
include Cally Howell, a junior midfielder
who scored 4 goals and had 5 assists last

year, Claire Kohake, another junior midfielder who scored one goal and had six
assists while starting in all 20 games last
season, and senior defender Margrette
Auffant, who was first team All-TAAC last
year. Other key returning players include
sophomore
forward
Michelle
Anderspn, Monica Holschauer, a senior
midfielder, andAll-TAA<( Tournament midfielder Wendy Wiltsey.
Part of the strength of this year's team
comes from its top notch recruiting class,
which bas been ranked 10th best in the
southeast, putting UCF in the same group
with such national powers as Florida and
North Carolina. Heading
the class are Amanda King (Austin,
Texas), Nicole Cieslak (Orlando), Sara
McDonald (Brighton, Mich.) and Jessica
Kuhlman (St. Charles, Miss.). King, who
wc;is All-Region in high school twice, is
excepted to help the team immensely at the
forward position. Kuhlman will be one of
the four players battling for the starting goalkeeper job left vacant by the graduation of
Alyssa O'Brien.
The Golden Knights play a touch
schedule this year, including a match at
1998 National Champion University of
Florida in the second game of the year.
"Those are the games I love. It gives
them a goal to really go after it. We have
nothing to lose. I'do have some expectations
which is fine. I like a challenge. I'm just
ready to get going and play some games."
The team spends much of the season on
the_road, and will need immediate help from
the newcomers, and someone to step up at
goalkeeper. The season starts August 27 at
4:00 p.m. when the Knights take on Howard
University at the UCF Soccer Field.
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Changing of the Guard
In a whirilwind of
events,
the
new
Student Body President
and
Vice
President, Andrew
Cupicha and Jaime
Halscott take office.
by Brian McMahon

This summer has been an
interesting and exciting time for
Student Government here at the
University of Central Florida.
In February, Darin Patton and
Andrew Cupicha were elected
by the student body as Student
Body President and Vice President. They defeated Jaime
Halscott and Charlie Lee in a
runoff election.
A few weeks following the
election, after a tirade of disqualifications, appeals, and decisions, Patton and Cupicha
were finally sworn in.
Shortly after the swearing
in, Senate pro tempore, Jaime

Halscott submitted three affidavits for impeachment to the
Senate Legislative, Judicial,
and Rules Committee and on
July 21, Darin Patton was impeached by the Senate. The first
and only affidavit heard dealt
with Patton's freezing the addendum budget. It stated, "I
was informed by Dr. [Ken]
Lawson that Darin Patton told
the SG Finance Department not
to process the transactions approved by Jason Murphy while
he was student body president.
.The amount as quoted by Dr.
Lawson was near $900,000.
According to a case law established by Marbury vs. Madison,
presidential acts are valid until
the president leaves office.
_Once signed, all subsequent executive _officers are obliged to
carry out the orders regardless."
. This affidavit passed on an
18-6 vote with 2 abstentions
charging Student Body President Darin Patton with malfeasance (the wrongful perfor-

mance of a lawful act), nonfeasance (the omission of an act
that should have been performed), and misfeasance (performing an act that is contrary
to the law).
According to Patton, he
froze the funds because, "First,
many requests came to the Senate floor after the approval of
the addendum budget. However, many clubs and organizations were turned away as Sen.
Siegel stated that the state of
Florida has said that SG cannot
transfer funds and must allocate
according to the addendum
budget.
"Additionally, there is an
investigation underway as to
the validity of the signatures on
the actual requests. Furthermore, $274,000 in line-item
transfers have been proposed to
cover the near $1 million in
approvals. This would be subverting the purpose of the addendum budget and serve as a
red flag to the auditors while

Letter From the President
Dear Fellow Knights,

dent involvement, SGA would have
no purpose. Without the voice of the
It is a great honor to be serving students, Student Government would
as your student body president as we not know what issues to tackle.
enter the new millennium. I am exThere are many avenues in
cited to serve you throughout the which you can voice your opinion.
university community ensuring that Whether it's through Senate, cabinet,
your college experience here at the election· commission, or Judicial
University of Central Florida is both Council, there are opportunities for
memorable and successful. I plan on- everyone.
working hand in hand with the SenFeel free to stop by the Student
ate and Judicial branch of Student Government office located in room
Government to address student con- 214 in the Student Union to find out
cems and act on them, making the more information on how to get inuniversity a better place.
volved.
Above all else, I would encourAs always, I am here to repreage you to get involved. Without stu- sent you, so do not hesitate in voic-

ing your concerns. My office is open
to you, the students.
With your help, we can truly
make the University o( Central
Florida the premier university it was
destined to be.

Thank you,

Andrew Cupicha
Student Body President

opening student government to
crit_icism.from those very same
auditors."
The investigation Patton
alluded to ended in the suspension from UCF of OAF Chair
David Siegel and the suspension of Jason Murphy from all
SGA activities. Murphy is allowed only in the Administration building.
With the President impeached , Vice President
Cupicha ascended to the presidency and Senate Pro Tempore
Jaime Halscott, Patton's accuser, ascended to the vice
presidency.
After !he swearing in,
Cupicha said, "Regardless of
what has happened or what may
happen, _my focus will remain
on the welfare of the students."
Patton has submitted an
appeal to the Administration
based on what he feels was a
violation of due process as well
as other irregularities and inconsistencies.
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Get Involved· with Student Government!
by Amy Florin, Senate Pro Tempore

Getting involved is one of the
best things a student can do. Outlets from the rigors of studying foster a greater feeling of school spirit
and belonging to your college.
While UCF offers a wide variety
of organizations to get involved
with\ I would recommend Student
Government. There are many positions available in the three
branches of Student Government.
The Executive branch consists of
the Student Body President, Vice
President, Attorney General,
Comptroller, Governmental Affairs, Judicial Advisor, and several
other cabinet positions (appointed

by the Student Body President). Past
cabinets have included positions for
Promotions, Public Relations,.Alumni
Affairs, and many more. The I:egislative branch is ·composed of 50 Senators (elected in the fall), and the Judicial branch has 12 Justices and 2 alternatives (appointed by the Student
Body President). .
Many people ask why Student
Government? There is much controversy that seems to perpetually surround it. I believe that it goes with the
territory. Student Government needs
people that are willing to speak their
minds. A difference of opinion is what
makes government what it is: people

representing their respective college
and debating for what is in the best
interest of the students throughout the
university. There is no such thing as
making everyone happy. There will
always be someone who will disagree
with you and what you believe to be
in the best interest of the students.
However, that is what it is all about;
standing up for what you believe in and
fighting for it. Just when you think that
you cannot take any more of the politics and you question yourself, "Why
am I doing this?," you have to remind
yourself of why you got involved in
the first place: TO SERVE THE
STUDENTS. It is the incredible sense

of accomplishment upon serving
the students that, by far, supersedes
any and all political games.
You will find that there is no
such thing as going through Student Government just for fun. In
. the past, it has been at times very
un-fun. It was tiring, ridiculously
nerve wracking, and seemingly
impossible. However, that was the
past and what we have in front of
us is the future. Although there will
still be a difference of opinions at
times, it does not mean it can't be
fun. We are students at the
country's best university and these
are exciting times ahead of us. Be
a part of your future. OUR future.
Get Involved!

SGA is now hiring for
various positions!
We are look·
innovati ,~
indivi . ·
apa
%

,.·~

r: ,dependable,
.dedicated

and
·ation,
applica
stop by t 'e ;i@;
tudent
Union, Room·21 , or call 823-2191

involved...
questions...
·ce your opinion ... ·

Ca eFlorida ... Student Union

So you want to be a Senator...
But you don't know the first step. Well, ·read on and
find out how to get involved in the student Senate.
by Eddy Ruiz

Welcome new and returning stu.dents to the University of Central
Florida! With new and exciting plans
for the 1999-2000 school year, the Student Government Association would
like to extend an invitation to everyone who is ready to get involved in
their campus.
.
SGA is an organization of student
leaders working together to represent
and empower the stud~nt voice. Our
SGA closely models the U.S. national
government in that there are three
branches: Legislative, Executive, and
Judicial. Through these branches, SGA
is responsible for the $9 million Student Activity and Service Fee budget.
With all the services and opportunities
SGA provides, there is definitely
something for everyone.
The 31st Student Government
Senate is currently looking for students
who are willing to step up to the plate
and take charge. Comprised of 50 senators from the five different colleges ,
the Senate acts as the Legislative
Branch providing funding for the
schools various clubs and organiza-

1. 2-3 weeks after school .
tions.
Perhaps you are a freshman who starts, you will need to pick up a
is looking to make new friends and petition and other materials from
gain valuable leadership experienGe, a the Student Government office,
transfer student who was very involved Room 214 in the Student Union.
in their college and would like
2. You will need to get 50
the same opportunity at UCF,
signatures of students in your
or maybe just a student
respective college and attend
·wanting to get involvarious meetings. The
ved and make UCF
required signatures
a better school.
on your petition
Whatever the
allow you to be
reason, this is the
on the ballot
time to join Student
3. There
Government.
are many
This Fall there
statutes
will be general elections
outlining
for the Senate which is
how and
open to all students.
when you
Following is a brief
are
list of what you
allowed
need to do to become
to campaign.
a part of the 32nd Student GovernBe sure you follow them
ment Senate. If you have any further
to the tee to ensure your
questions or concerns, contact the Stuproper election.
dent Government office at 823-2191
4. Elections are held and if
or stop by in the Student Union, Room you are elected by a majority, you
214. It may be a long process, but it is will then be sworn in and become
well worth it.
an official senator.

•

LIFT Summit a Huge Success!

Office of Student Avtivities

Announcements

by Greg Auerbach

·•

On Thursday, July 22, the
University of Central Florida welcomed nearly 100 high school students to our campus to take part in
the second Annual Leaders Involved For Tomorrow (LIFT)
Summit. Entirely student
·organized and executed,
members of the team
drew on past leadership
conference experiences,
as well as comments from
last year's delegates, to
make this the premier_adventure for each delegate.
Developed through
the LEAD scholars program, each delegate attended workshops, keynote addresses, and other
special presentations over
the four day, three night
conference. The theme for the conference. was "Lighting the Way."
Utilizing this theme, the delegates
were broken up into groups of six
or seven and assigned a student facilitator. Before arriving at· UCF,
each delegate received a phone call
and letter from their respective facilitator so they would be familiar
with each other when meeting for
the first time. Among other things,
groups were responsible for a skit
describing an original constellation
and how it became one, as well as
a mural depicting their time at the
LIFT Summit.
During a portion of the con-

ference, the entire delegation met in
break-out groups to brainstorril ideas
to curb school violence. They were
charged to develop and implement
plans for students, parents, and faculty
to solve this problem. Speci~l guest
' -

From left: Anna Berger, Student Director,
Greg Auerbach, Founder of LIFT, Jan
Lloyd, Faculty adviso;

speakers, Ky le Mickelson and Jon
Stocking, visited UCF for this workshop and presented their views on the
Columbine High School situation as
they were firsthand witnesses to the
shootings.
As a resultof assistance by various campus groups including Student
Government Association and by. generous d'onations by local companies,
delegates were treated to formal banquets, a comedy night, a dance, a
movie, a luau, as well as several LIFT

Welcome Back
and UCF mementos.
Delegates ranged from 16-18
Expo
years of age, and compliments and
August 18, 10am-2pm
accolades were abundant. One delThe Green
egate wrote, "I thought the conference
was quite enjoyable and would willFor all new students, come
ingly recommend it to other out to the Student Resource
stUdents. The Facilitators Green for information on all the
were really funny and consid- UCF clubs and organizations.
erate. I had a great time. I'll Free Food and prizes! Call 823definitely take what I learned 6471 for more information or stop
back home with me." Another by the Office of Student Activities
in the Student Union.
commented, "Great Summit very well done, everything I
could hope for and more."
Interest Session
And finally, "Overall, I had a
August 23, 11.:30, lpm, or
life changing e~perience and
2:1Spm
it will help me down the road.
Charlotte Harbor, Student
Thank you!"
Union
Directed in l 999 by
Find ·out more about Campus
UCF student, Anna Berger,
Activities
Board, Volunteer UCF,
and created in 1998 by UCF
student, Greg Auerbach, both gradu- Consultants for Effective
ates of the LEAD Scholars Program, Leadership, and the Diversity
Dialogue Consultants. For more
the Summit's future is bright. Next
information call 823-6471 or stop
year, the conference is looking to host
by the Office of Student Activities
nearly 200 students, while again ex- in the Student Union.
panding programming. In addition, a
number of staff positions, including
-Volunteer Expo
Student Director, are now open to all
September 1, lOam-lpm
UCF students. Applications will be
available throughout campus beginStudent Union
ning the week of August 19. If you
Find ou.t about volunteer
have any questions regarding the LIFf
Summit, Greg Auerbach is available opportunities with UCF and the
community.
For
more
in the LEAD Scholars office (823information, call 823-6471 or
2223)
. · or
by
email stop by the . Office of Student
gca45764@ucf.edu.
Activities iri the Student Union.

Beat those Back-to-School Blues!
Does school seem to drag on and on pushing Christmas break further and further away?
Do you often find yourself daydreaming of elementary school where they used to let us run
around on the playground for an hour in the
middle of school during lectures?
Then Recreational Services has what you
need! Offering several team and individual intramural sports, several aerobics programs, and
a free gym, you can tum your daydreams into a
reality. Whether you are just getting started or

you've been around the block a few times,
Rec Services has programs that will meet
•
your needs.
Check out Rec Services located on the
south side fo campus beside the pool and racquetball courts for more information including dates and times as well as other requirements. Since Rec Services is paid for by Student Government, everything is free! You can
also call them at 823-2408.

Aerobics .. Fall Intramural Sports
Aqua Aerobics
UCFpool
Monday - 5:30pm
Tuesday & Thursday
12pm

Aerobics
(beginner step,
intermediate step, Power
step, combo with
weights, and
kick boxing)
Fitness Center
Monday-Friday
1Oam, 12pm, 3pm,
4:15pm, 5:30pm,
7:15pm, 8:30pm.
Check Rec Services for
specific times and days.

*NFL Pick 'em
Fantasy Football
Flag Football
* Punt, Pass, & Kick
Competition
Golf Scramble
Community Volleyball
USTA Tennis
Basketball
Swim Meet

•

Baseball
Racquetball Doubles
Badminton
Volleyball
Tennis Singles
Soccer
Bench Press

* New for Fall 1999

•

•

•

914
9/11
9/18
9125
10/2
10/16
10/23
10/30
11/6
11113
-

T,

_.

Purdue
at Florida
at Georgia Tech
at Georgia
Eastern Illinois
Nicholls State
Lousiana Tech
Eastern Michigan
at Auburn
at Middle Tennessee St.
Bowling Green

Bold games indicates Home games.
All times subject to change.
UCF Home games are played at the Florida Citrus Bowl.

Come out and su

ort

our Golden Kni hts!

6pm
6pm
7pm
lEm
6pm
6pm
6pm
4pm
2pm
7pm
lpm

•

•

